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Reading Week Future In Purgatory
NESCAC
Restricts
NCAA Play
To League
Champion
arisen about this issue.
Many students, however, have been
News Writer
left wondering whether Reading Week
is actually being removed and why. JorThe Board of Trustees has officially dan Silver '01 said, "I don't really know
voted to abolish Reading Week. However, what's going on; I just hear rumors and I
pending a vote next month, Reading feel like I don't have much say in the
Week may remain for the next two years matter." It is clear that many students do
for a "probationary period," while at- not realize that Reading Week has in fact
tempts are made to reform it.
been abolished. Even more people want
The potential abolition of Reading to know why. According to SGA PresiWeek at Trinity College has caused quite dent Bill Mahoney '99, the Board of
a stir on campus this fall. Faculty, stu- Trustees has been unhappy for many
dents and administrators are all trying years with the way in which they believe
to find solutions to this question that has students treat Reading Week. "President
BY KATHY AINSWORTH

|

BY KRISTEN BURNS

News Writer

This past April, the Presidents from all
New England Small College Athletic
Conference (NESCAC) schools voted
unanimously to implement several
changes within the conference, most
notably restricting opportunities for
post-season play.
.
An email released just days after the
meeting stated that the purpose of the
resolutions is to "minimize the effect of
post-season play on member schools and
strengthen intraleague play."
Founded in 1971, NESCAC consists of
eleven elite liberal arts colleges: Amherst,
Bates, Bowdoin, Colby, Connecticut College, Hamilton, Middlebury, Trinity,
Tufts, Wesieyan, and Williams, which
are committed to both aeax&nic' k'rtij*
athletic excellence.
Until. 1993, member schools could
send individual competitors, but not
teams, to post-season NCAA competition. Five years ago, the NESCAC Presidents opted to allow conference team
participation in post-season play on a
trial basis, with the final decision left to
the individual member schools. All
eleven schools chose to allow teams to
enter post-season play, a venture which,
according to Trinity Director of Athletics Rick Hazelton, has been "very successful." Earlier this year, when the
post-season issue was renewed, some of
the NESCAC Presidents decided not to
become involved, leading to these new
resolutions, which "seem to be a compromise by the Presidents," said Hazelton.
The Presidents' report expresses the
hope that the compromise will "lessen
conflicts with academic schedules; the
remaining conflicts with examinations
and other academic priorities will be resolved by each institution." Hazelton remarks that this is largely a "spring sports
problem," because post-season competisee NESCAC on page five

Dobelle gets calls from parents, particularly of freshmen, wondering why their
kids are coming home after only a
month of school, and the trustees have
gotten calls, too," Mahoney said.
Mahoney also mentioned that the
Trustees and the administration are concerned about how Reading Week affects
Trinity's image. Most schools of Trinity's
caliber do not have a break in the middle
of classes in which students are given a
week off and expected to use it to study.
The issue is that Trinity promotes itself
as a serious learning environment, yet
see TR USTEES on page six

It's Beginning To Look A Lot Like Christmas???

ANDYSHEPARD

Trinity students enjoyed Hartford's record setting temperatures over the weekend. On
Monday, Hartford hit 75 degrees.

Boys & Girls Club Opens In February
BY SARAH JOYCE

News Writer

The new Boys and Girls Club located
on the Trinity campus is almost set to
open its doors for the first time. Despite
speculation and rumor around Trinity,
the Boys and Girls Club has not yet
opened, but the grand opening is slated
for the first week in February 1999.
The Club will provide classes, after
school programs and computer classes to
children in the surrounding area of Trinity College. Not only should the Club
benefit local children, it will provide
Trinity students with a chance to interact with the community.
Joe Barber, Assistant Director of the
Office of Community Service, explained
some of the details associated With the
Club's impending opening. "Our opening is scheduled for the first week of February and we're very confident that it
will not be delayed," said Barber..
The Office of Community Service has
already chosen a new Director for the facility, and there is nothing holding
them back from an on-time opening.
The new Director, Angel Huertas, was
Under the new regulations, KATIEBRYANT
the Trinity's women's basketball team hired by The Boys & Girls Clubs of Hartford, Inc. Huertas is currently an emmay not be allowed to enter the
ployee of the City of Hartford Parks and
NCAA Tournament.

employed by the City of Hartford; he has
worked closely with Trinitystaff, specifically John Wilson (now Director of
Community Relations at Phoenix Mutual) and Elinor Jacobson, to lay the
groundwork for the Trinity student participation in the Club.
Barber also said, "We'll hold an orientation for interested students at the end
of January and prepare them for what
they will experience while working in
ANDYSHEPARD
the Boys and Girls Club." This orientaDedicated over the
tion will be first opened to those students
summer, the Boys & Girls
who responded to the mailing sent out
Club will open in February.
over the summer. The mailing inquired
Recreation Department. He has had ex- who would be interested in volunteering
perience as a director in the New Britain in the Boys and Girls Club. After those
Boys & Girls Club and presently serves students are informed, the workshops
as a Chaplain in the U.S. Air Force Re- and orientation will be opened to the enserves. Huertas has been a consultant on tire campus. "Studentresponse was huge
see CLUB on page seven
the Trinity Boys & Girls project while
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INC. represents community interests in
Hartford urban development spearheaded by Trinity. See News, page 7.
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Indoor Track kicks off season with win '^wewntoZZZZZZfpg.'
at the Cardinal relays at Wesieyan.
SeeSports,Pagel7.
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Responsibility Over Regulation
Nestled neatly within Trinity's mission statement is the modest assertion
that Trinity "entrusts undergraduates to regulate their own affairs." Though it
is easy to overlook such a phrase, this concept of student initiative and responsibility is, in essence, the building block upon which the remaining goals of
the College rest. After all, not only does the College rely upon students taking
"responsibility for shaping their own education," but Trinity also seeks to release through its gates citizens who are "civically responsible." Despite its
prominence in the mission, of the College, in recent months studexit xesponsi-.
bility has been increasingly overshadowed and compromised by top-down
regulation.
Examining some of the policies that have emerged over the last year shows
that Trinity is in the midst of a troubling transition. In the name of "fostering"
responsibility, the College has, in fact, removed the onus from the student body.
Hiring Junior Fellows to reign as overseers of dorm life, instituting quiet hours
to create a controlled atmosphere, monitoring not only the kind of alcohol
that can be consumed but. the acceptable type of container for distribution,
and questioning the "proper" way to spend one's time during reading week all
represent policies designed to tighten the reins on both the academic as well
as the social front. Most recently, this phenomenon was extended beyond
Vernon Street when parents received a boarding school-esque newsletter from
the Dean's Office outlining — and suggesting ways to deal with — current issues facing students.
Ironically, most of these initiatives are marketed as tools that will encour• age student responsibility. However, as current attitudes illustrate, such poli' cies have done little more than create an embittered impasse between the
student body and the administration. After all, for students who are respon. sible enough to write a thesis, perform in an acapella group, captain a sports
team, and intern at a downtown firm, these nit-picky regulations designed to
channel student energy are most unwelcome. Furthermore, as students are
increasingly distanced from the very policies that dictate life on campus, negative attitudes surrounding Trinity as an institution prevail.
Penetrating all facets of campus life, student responsibility has long been a
cornerstone of Trinity's mission statement; it must now become an active tenet of its policy-making.
The Trinity Tripod is published every Tuesday, excluding vacations, by the students of
Trinity College in Hartford, Connecticut.
The Tripod office is located in the basement of Jackson Dormitory,
Address all correspondences to: The Trinity Tripod, Trinity College #702582,
300 Summit Street,Hartford,CT 06106-3100.
Visit our website at www.trincoll.edu/info/pub_student/tripod.
Su bscribe to The Tripod.- $15for 11 issues (1 semester), $28for 22 issues (1 year),
$50for 44 issues (2 years), $90for 88 issues (4 years).
Editor-in-Chief
Business Office
FAX
(860)297-2583
(860)297-2584
(860)297-5361
Letters to The Trinity Tripod must be received by 5:00 PM on the Friday before publication, Letters should
be addressed to the Editor, not a particular individual. No unsigned or anonymous letters will.be published.
However, names will be withheld at the author's request. The Tripod will not publish any letters deemed by
the editors to be an attack on an individual's character or personality. Otherwise, all opinions expressed
will be given a forum.
AH letters are the sole responsibility of the authors and do not necessarily reflect the views or opinions of
The Tripod. The editors of The Tripod reserve the right to edit all letters for clarity or brevity.
Letters may be submitted via:
• CAMPUS MAIL: Box 702582 • E-MAIL: tripod@mail.trincoll.edu
• CAMPUS NETWORK: General Resources/Docex/Tripod

When 1 saw the headline on
the recycling efforts at Trinity in
the last Tripod, I thought: "Great,
somebody finally did a little investigative reporting.".However,
I was quickly disappointed
since the article did little more
than repeat official college
policy rather than focus on
what actually happens.
Officially, we at Trinity are indeed engaged in a recycling effort, partially as a result of our
own initiative and partially in
response to a state mandate. For
most of us this effort manifests
itself in the assortment of specifically marked bins for paper
both in public areas and our offices.
For years now, I have dutifully
separated white paper from
brown paper making sure that
only the specified materials go
into the recycle bin. For almost
the same amount of time, I have
seen my neatly separated trash
end up in the very same black
trash bag with my orange and
banana peels which, no doubt,
ends up with all the other trash

rather than at the paper recycling plant. 1 have made many
phone calls over the years as to
why that is the case and I have
never received an appropriate
response.
Before we rush to judge particular individuals, however, we
should ask what the larger institutional incentives for recycling are. 1 believe that the
custodial staff engaged in the
daily grind of cleaning our offices and taking out our trash
take their cue from their superiors and the manner in which
recycling is handled at the college wide level. Why should
they bother with separating
trash when they see it go into
the same dumpster?
I hope The Tripod will follow
up the recycling story with
some real investigations and ask
some hard questions about the
true extent of recycling at Trinity.
Sincerely,
Michael Niemann
Associate Professor of International Studies
Political Science Department

Please Drop Dead Whoever You Are
To The. Editor:

cent people, I doubt I would
have seen this message in
Its Saturday, and I have slept Mather today.
in today. I open my shade and
I personally did not know the
the world is gray, but I hear the girl, but I know people who did.
voices of many happy children I know people who loved her
'pl8Bjfrag'-0uwiderso the day has verry. much. How dare the
a good beginning. After lying writer(s) of that statement rein bed a while longer, I decide duce that girl's death and sufferthat I'm hungry, and I begin the ing, along with the suffering of
trip to Mather. So I've entered everyone who knew and loved
Mather, gotten my food and I sit her, to some cruel joke that was
down to eat my breakfast alone on the same level of wit as that
as I really prefer to do. As I'm of a fourth grader. This was not,
sitting under the skylights in is not, and will not be a funny
Mather, enjoying my meal, my event that people can laugh
attention is drawn to the "Beef about and joke about. However,
Board" by passers-by. This is the I realize that I can not choose
moment that ruins my mood the morality of others. But I
and infuriates me to the point of • think out of respect for the huillness.
manity of others you should at
Upon the "Beef Board" some- least keep comments and ideas
one has placed one of the T- like this confined to the small
shirts being used for eating circle of you and your ignorant
disorder awareness. And on this friends who are able to laugh at
T-shirt someone has written the the death of this girl.
message, "Please don't drop
This statement cheapens the
dead on the treadmill next to girl who died, the suffering that
me." I'm not sure if everyone re- led to her death, all of her
members or knows about this, friends and family, Trinity Colbut there was a student here a lege, awareness events, and so
couple of years ago that died much more. I am embarrassed
while exercising on the tread- to be associated with the author
mill in Ferris. I'm sure that the of this statement, even if only
writer or writers of this message by school. And 1 hope that othknow about this event, however ers are enraged along with me. .
I somehow doubt that they
knew the girl in any way. If they
Sincerely,
did know her, or were even dePatrick Hannon '99

End of the Semester
Given our position as the local misogynistic, "hyperintellectual," depressing protectors of free speech, we felt
compelled once again to establish our role as gods among
mortals and rate some of the end of the semester events.
Senior Snowball

A DJ in the Party Barn.
Yeah...that was special.

The Opinion editors' presence at the Senior Snowball

Now that was special!

Fuel concert

Burning cash on another boring two-hit-wonder. Didn't go.
Don't care anyway.

One last night at The View 4h As Gomorrrah topples....
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You Get What You Expect
Raise The Standards And Students Will Respond
BY IAN LANG

Opinion Editor

Recently the issue of Reading
Week has been a topic of much
concern, whether it be around
the dinner table in Mather, or in
the smoke filled room where
the rich old men, and token
women (i.e., the Trustees), meet
to discuss the fate of our precious mid-term "vacation."
With all the discussion that has
been going on one would think
that at least one person would
hit upon a solution, but the
"great minds" that work on
these pressing issues have failed.
For all the talk about abolishing
Reading Week, or creating mandatory lectures, nobody has
stopped to think about the role
' the faculty play in determining
the week's ultimate worth and
utility. I am speaking of the
faculty's role in assigning
enough work so that using
Reading Week as merely a holiday, will no longer be an option.
Why then has this option not
been considered? In my opinion it is primarily because those
of us here at Trinity, whether we
be students, faculty, or administrators, still consider Trinity a
second-tier school. It is perceived as a school populated by
smart, chronically underachieving students who do not
possess the motivation to push
themselves on their own.
Four years ago when Evan
Dobelle took over as Trinity College President, he promised to .

change the attitude of the
school, from one that looked at
itself as a second choice for the
Ivies, to one that attracted students who actually viewed
Trinity as their first choice.
Though all indications are that,
Dobelle has done an excellent
job spinning this message in relation to the school's public image, little substantive change
has been accomplished here at
Trinity.
Of course this failure is not
all, or even mostly, the fault of
Evan Dobelle. Instead it finds
its roots in the fact that here at
Trinity expectations are set so
low that only the select few can
fail to live up to them. According to a flyer distributed by the
Registrar's Office, over 80% of
Trinity students have an GPA of
B or higher.
Though at first glance such a
statistic would seem to indicate
an extraordinary level of academic achievement, anyone
who has spent time around
Trinity knows that this is not
the case. In fact a large number
of these supposed "paragons of
intellect" spend.more time at
the local watering hole than
they do in the library or even in
the classroom. While this
surely qualifies them as potential alcohoiics in waiting, I am
not sure it demonstrates that
Trinity possess a challenging
intellectual atmosphere.
The faculty however has continually failed to raise the bar.
They give us grades that reflect
not the quality of our work, but

instead a preconceived standard of mediocrity; a standard
which is based on the assumption that its harder to fail than
succeed at Trinity. In essence
the grade inflation, that runs
rampant at this school, sends
the message tha t the students at
Trinity have been given success
not earned it.
This lack of standards pervades all aspects of the Trinity
experience. Over last summer,
as you all know, the Trinity administration decided to change
the alcohol policy. This policy
change was based on the idea
that alcohol abuse was intolerably high, partly due to the
presence of hard bars. However,
this change has not led to a decrease in drinking. Though the
administration has taken away
one of the causes of drunken
idiocy, it has failed to hold students responsible for their actions.
Thus a social scene has been
created which takes away the
hard alcohol and encourages
students instead to get drunk in
their rooms, or on cheap beer at
the Party Barn. Instead we
should expect students to be
able to act like responsible
adults instead of slobbering infants. Once the bar is set, I am
sure that the majority of people
will rise to meet the new standards. So before you label me as
a hermit with no sense of social
grace, which lam, consider this:
Maybe I am just raising the bar,
and you are afraid to live up to
this higher standard.

Stop Your Bulimic Speech;
Encourage Anorexic Speech
BY JAMES GRIFFITH

Opinion Editor

Stop reading this article. This
article is filler. I have no purpose
in writing it other than to fill
the space provided by The Tripod. Nothing happened in the
past few weeks to prompt my
disgust, ire, or interest. That is
not necessarily the worst thing
in the world, but it makes writing an opinion article significantly harder. Unfortunately, I
still have to write the article.
Somehow, though, I feel my
dilemma is hardly unique. I see
and hear too many things that
are done and said simply to take
up space. Television programming lasts twenty-four hours a
day. The Internet is jam packed
with ways to pass the time, taking up virtual space and
memory on my computer.
When in Mather during meal
times, the noise of conversations is almost deafening.
Yet for all our constant stimulants, what is there of any
worth? Gable TV introduced
the world to a multiplicity of
channels unheard of before. We
can easily flip through a few
hundred channels and start all
over again. All day. And what
are our choices? There's the networks, CNN, etc. Then we have
the Game Show Channel. What
braindead tool came up with
this one? If. the Game Show
Channel doesn't demonstrate
the frighteningly addictive
quality of TV, I dont know what

does. What excuse could you
have for watching people on Tic
Tac Dough from 1979 except
that you have absolutely no interest in doing anything that
involves any kind of activity,
physical or otherwise, whatsoever? Yet it obviously does well
enough to sustain itself.
The Internet is a treasure
chest of meaningless garble.
Last I heard, the most visited
sights in the whole of virtual
reality were pornographic. Not
that I have a problem with pornography, but there are other

fear not having something to
say and as a result fill the air
with useless noises that have no
more meaning than a belch?'
There can be so much said in a
silence that talking can in no
way convey. Mather is filled
with people talking over each
other, but no one really listens
to anyone. We are in as much a
rush to fill the silences of our
conversations as TV is to fill air
time. But how enlightening are
most of our conversations?
A friend and potential dictator wants to create what she

What is it about silence that scares us
so much? There can be so much said in
silence that talking can in no way convey.
sights on1 the net. Why would
it be the most visited? Pornography is always popular and always will be, but I think it also
indicates that we have little to
do with our time if we cannot
find better sights to visit than
ones with people having sex. If
the Internet is the greatest communication tool in the history
of humanity, I guess we know
what we like to tell each other.;
But meaningless chatter is
nof isolated: to TV or the.^
Internet. Have you ever eavesdropped on someone else's conversation? Whenever I do, I
usually find it to be silly at best,
idiotic at worst. "Thisburger
tastes like crap." "1 have to go to
the bathroom." Fascinating.
What is it about silence that
scares us so much? Why is it we

calls anorexic speech. This idea
involves limiting ourselves to no
more than 3000 words a day.
I'm starting to agree with her.
We need to stop fearing silence
and start filling it with pregnant words, words we have
thought over and considered in
all their meanings and connotations before uttering.
But, like I said, this article was
written solely to fill this space.
I haven't filled it with care but
with a desire to make sure there
is no white space on this page.
So you have Wasted your time'
by reading it. This article is as
much bulimic speech as the
conversations surrounding you
now. It is a purposeful vomiting
up of words with no consideration for their worth. But I'm
going to stop soon. Can you?

Sports: The Sweatiest
Of The Liberal Arts
BY DREW HYIAND

Charles A. Dana Professor of Philosophy

A number of recent editorials and responses in The Tripod
have addressed the question of whether intercollegiate athletics belong at colleges such as Trinity. Neither the abolitionists
nor the defenders of intercollegiate athletics, however, addressed
what I believe ought to be the central reason why intercollegiate athletics belong at the very best Division 111 liberal arts
colleges: tha t athletics are an important and sometimes informing extension of the educational mission of the college for those
students who participate in them.
A line in the Mission Statement of the Department of Athletics states the general point succinctly: "Trinity College embraces
intercollegiate athletics as a learning experience that is a
complement to, enhancement of, and integral component in the
academic mission of the College." I think this is true in spades,
or rather, to speak teleologically as one must here, 1 think it can
and ought to be true in spades. The administration, the athletic
faculty, the faculty at large, and the student athletes should accept the challenge to do everything possible to assure that this
telos is achieved. We dismiss the very possibility of this achievement by abolishing intercollegiate athletics.
But what is the educational function of athletics? We might
begin with the Ancient Greeks, who knew a thing or two about
education. In their view, the two disciplines that were absolutely
crucial to education to fulfill humanity, the two disciplines that,
whatever else one studies, one simply must learn if one hopes
to become a flourishing human being, were mousike (what we
might today call the fine arts) andgymncistike, education inathletics. We might well be struck by the fact that these are the two
disciplines to which we today devote the least attention in our
youth; an ancient Athenian looking at our culture would no
doubt conclude that the consequences are obvious. And as
Socrates makes clear in Plato's Republic, this is not simply a

"sound mind in a sound body" thesis. No, he insists, both athletics and arts should be pursued for the adequate development of
a sound soul. Why?
,
The great French writer and philosopher, Albert Camus, in
an interview near the end of his life and reminiscing about the
important influences on his development, commented, "And
then there was sports, where I learned everything I ever knew
about ethics." (When young, Camus had been a world-class athlete before tuberculosis ended his athletic career). Perhaps this
remark is a bit of an exaggeration from this active participant
in the French Underground; but if so, surely it is an exaggeration of a truth. On the athletic field, we do not just learn what
you say your ethics are, you exhibit your ethical convictions,
exhibit them not in unchallenging situations where anyone can
be ethical, but in the passionate intensity of athletic competition, where your ethical convictions are genuinely tested. Are
you a whiner? A cheat? Or someone who plays by the rules and
deals with victory and defeat as one should? You can talk to us
forever about your ethics; when you play with us, we find out.
Nor is it just ethics that one learns in athletics, although that
by itself would be sufficient justification. I believe my students
in Philosophy of Sport would confirm that there is a wealth of
other educational issues available in a thoughtful participation
in athletics. It is a marvelous theatre for discovering the absurdity of racism and sexism, for thinking about the significance
of embodiment, for gaining self-knowledge in the Socratic sense
of knowing one's possibilities and one's limits, for appreciating
the sheer beauty of the human body in graceful movement.
These lessons, of course, are not automatic, they do not come
without effort. In the wrong environment, with the wrong
coaches, parents, or fans, one can learn altogether different and
more destructive lessons. That is what I meant earlier when I
spoke of the challenge we all have, and especially, if I may say
so, the coaches, to see to it that the athletic experience of our
students is one in which the right educational lessons are
learned. The old cliche that "great coaches are great teacherstis
one that every coach should strive mightily to fulfill. But if they
do, there is no arena where the right lessons for liberal life can
be burnished in our souls more deeply and well. I know.
As some of you may know, I was fortunate enough to have the
opportunity as an undergraduate to play on some very good basketball teams at Princeton University, Now, as an alumnus, each
year when annual giving time comes around, I give slightly more
money to the Friends of Princeton Basketball than I do to the
annual giving fund. I do so as a matter of principle, as a measure
and acknowledgment of where I learned the most about what
the Greeks called arete, human excellence,
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Reflections On Trinity's Vanity How Things Work
'7s This Article About Me?"
Is Not Everything
BY MATT GLASSMAN

Opinion Writer

Vanity; "Excessive pride in
one's appearance or accomplishments." — The American
Heritage Dictionary
No matter how much I try to
avoid being a vain person—no
matter how infrequently 1 wash
my hair, change my clothes or
wipe food from my face, I am a
part of Trinity's vain-ness. I
speak as a participant in the
vanity and almost everything
that is to be criticized from here
forth. And I will say as a participant of our accepted voyeurism,
Trinity is really vain. And my
own vanity permits me to say
that Trinity is vainer than me. I
think Trinity makes me vainer
than I might normally be. But
enough about me, though. Vis
a vis constructive analysis, let's
dump on Trinity...and maybe, as
a result, we'll figure out why I
am the way I am.
When 1 think about the relationship between Trinity and
vanity I think about how people
look at each other—watch each
other. Go to a late night. We're
like antelopes—all grazing as a
herd; always looking around to
make sure lions aren't preparing to pounce on us. 1 think of
Trinity as a contained energy.
The places where I think vanity pervades are the closed in
spaces where people assemble.
LookatVier. Look at rum. Look
at her boobs. Look how skinny
she is. Look at his varicose veins.
People are always looking
around. People are invest a
bundle into how they look.
Back to me though for a moment, when I'm at Trinity my
sense of self worth waxes and
wanes like a schizophrenic
moon cycle. I'm unbalanced. I
also have a problem with responsibility, so I make up a
vague and abstract scapegoat. 1
blame it on the air in our campus. The air is charged with
vanity, isolation, and stupid
measures of self-worth. The architecture of our campus is
. small, confined, turned inward.
Protection, isolation, inward
turning to self-consciousness.
I don't know how much is to
be attributed to self-conscious-

ness or a collective subcon- stroke their reflections and
scious, the air, the energy , the wink at themselves step outside
water we drink or whatever, but themselves and see themselves
wherever people congregate on looking at themselves? Do vain
our campus, it's all about look- women think about whatever
ing around. Mather might be they consider they souls to be
the worst of it. Going to Mather and see it pervade through their
when you're high is such a bug bodies? Vanity denies the soul
out. Eyes everywhere. I remem- recognition. Vanity and greediber as a freshman trying to ness and emptiness and uglichange my diet so that the food ness are all one. Plus the whole
I was eating was more attractive body and soul thing is sexy.
on my tray. No more Sloppy
Cyrano de Bergerac would
Joes for me or Cod Nuggets. My never survive at Trinity. The
food was to be part of a compi- Man Without a Face would not
lation of pleasing aesthetic survive at Trinity—Mel Gibson
traits. These days, a little bit or not. When people eat lunch
more mature than in my fresh- at The Cave, when people stand
man days, I am trying to make around at late night, people look
a statement against vanity. I at each other. People are obwear jewelry made of Mather's sessed with appearance. Is this
nastiest entrees. Cod Nugget the understatement of the year?
necklace. I have a wallet made I'm finding myself powerless to
out of a Patty Melt.
penetrate this fact, though.
I mean, self-maintenance and While some indigenous culgetting some are important and tures adolescents go through a
healthy and great. But the way rite of passage of fasting or a vipeople put weight on appear- sion quest, our fraternities make
ance and shallow objectifica- their pledges sacrifice their vantion doesn't seem healthy. ity in order to become initiated
Especially when people hurt into college adulthood by sendtheir bodies in order to further ing pledges into the dark psyvanity and when behavior fur- chological oblivion of plaid
thers the vanity sicknesses. Eg: shirts or smelly suits or only
I heard three guys huddled being able to wear black.
around some Mather food sta"Vanity is a sin," my relition with a stupid name pre- giously aware friend told me. I
tending to talk about the think of Trinity as the two Bibdesserts—miming and all, while lical cities Sodom and
in fact they were talking in Gomorrah. Cities of vanity, hecodes about "the chick with big donism and sin that Lot fled
titties that looks good now that with his overindulgent wife.
she don't eat anymore—sitting We all excessively sin and enjoy
•with the gvrt who was hooking . it We were rated in Playboy a
up at late night the other night couple years ago as having one
with the fat kid from across the of the most attractive colleges in
hall." All this was said, word for the country. We were rated in
word while they pretended to another magazine for being one
decide on a flavor of ice cream. of the most partyingest colleges
I had M&M ice cream and in the country. And we love
smeared it on my forehead in a these praises. It's funny though.
statement against vanity.
We shove ourselves into small
In The Unbearable Lightness confined spaces and look
of Being, Milan Kundera de- around at each other. Like Narscribes the character Tereza: "It cissus wilting in with riverbed
was not vanity that drew her to weeds, we get drunk off our
the mirror, it was amazement at own reflections and beer hopseeing her own T. She forgot ing, before we pass out, to lose
that she was looking at the in- the inhibitions that confine our
strumental panel of her body souls. We look around at each
mechanisms; she thought she other and hope that the prettisaw her soul shining through est person will come up to us
the features of her face." When and say, "let's go to bed." A herd
vain girls stare into the mirror, of beautiful faces flicking and
is there this type of dialogue cocking our heads from side to
going on at all with their inner- side to see who's looking and
selves? Do vain dudes who what they look like and etc., etc.'

HAPPY HOLIDAYS—SEE YOU IN HELL

BY DEVIN PHARR

Opinion Writer

I've had this newspaper clipping sitting on my desk for a few
weeks now. An article that
popped up back in November in
The New York Times that I
thought brought to light some
interesting ideas. The title is
"Immortality of a Sort Beckons
To Biologists," and it's about a
group of scientists who are exploring ways by which cells can
live forever, or continually renew themselves. It is already
well known that almost all cells
have this capacity. In fact it is
this very action which is responsible for the growth and
spread of Cancer. What these
scientists are doing is trying to
gain an understanding of how
this works. The ultimate goal is
to obtain the ability to reactivate and control the renewal of
cells, theoretically forever.
Before you turn the page
thinking this is a discussion of
cellular biology, 1 should probably underline why this matters. My purpose is not to jump
up and down like Jojo the idiot
circus boy, screaming that im-

mortality is right around the
corner for everybody.
Our universe is very large and
contains many wonders. Barring Dark Matter, which I won't
get into it is all essentially made
up of the same thing: atoms.
Compositionally speaking the
material that we are made of is
no different than the sun, the
Energizer Bunny, Woodrow
Wilson or a rock. It's all atoms.
Different structures, but the
same things. It is the different
properties of those structures
that makes us different. Metals
are malleable and ductile, making steel plate and cable television wires, water is easily
broken down into it's elemental
parts and so on. It is an incredible array of properties that
make us humans. Able to walk,
run, sleep, love, and think. But
we are still just a huge lump of
atoms making up the creature
we call humankind.
Rocks have structure too. It's
one of the more visible ones,
mica is flat and flaky, while
quartz will form geometric
shapes. From the point of view
of the Universe if you don't
mind it being personified for the
moment, there is no difference.
"Hey. Rocks. That's great. Hey.
Humans. That's great." Both
have structure, varying slightly,
but hardly enough to make it
interesting. Then one day rocks
decide they're sick and tired of
being susceptible to destruction. They form themselves into
tight, dense cubes using material properties which prevent
any sort of force or reaction to

break them down for reuse in
the cores of planets or the formation of new solar systems or
stars. So now the universe fails
to renew itself and becomes
dark and inactive. Rocks sit by
and enjoy the undisturbed
peace of the eons before they are
all crushed back into the
oblivion whence they came.
Humans are not by any
means comparable in importance to rocks. If you think
about it we wouldn't be here

without them. But my point is,
we are in an era of our development as a race where we don't
know what we're doing. And
what we're doing now as opposed to the previous centuries,
even decades, has/ar more permanent and unknown implications to us and the Universe we
represent. Is wanting to live forever a crime? Do you want to
live forever? To know everything at the end? To live the lives
of the ten thousand generations
before us, billions and billions
of times over?
If the goal of our race, the
meani ng of life, is simply to succeed, to be represented at the
end of time, perhaps it has been
determined that we and a hundred million generations that
follow us are meant to be sacrificed for that very purpose. If it
is merely to understand oneself
and one's place or if we are to
create and discover our own
purpose, or to propagate a balance we have not yet come to
realize, then should we not proceed with all caution to protect
the delicate and precarious position we occupy? This is no cry
for the de-technologification of
our world. It is more a demand
for acknowledgment that
knowing 'how' is never knowing 'all'. After the decades of
unknown destruction to our
fragile habitat in the invisible
Armageddon race to trap the
power of atomic division, the
centuries of suffering and death
for empires which fall in a blink
of time's eye, one would hope
that there might be hesitation
when creating the next great
discovery for the sake of continued hope. To hope that the tenthousand generations who have
existed for the single purpose of
our presence have not been for
naught. For the purpose of one
day understand why it is we
hope.
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NESCAC Decision Could Leave Alum Pledges $100K
Trinity Out Of NCAA Playoffs For New Elmo House
continued from page one
tion usually coincides with final exams, given in May.
This compromise consists of
several parts, however, they surround the decision to send only
one NESCAC team from each
sport into NCAA competition.
The email outline of the resolution states: "The conference will
send only the conference champion to post-season competition in one venue deemed
appropriate—normally NCAA
Division III."
In December, committees
consisting of athletic administrators, coaches, and students
will form to determine how the
champion will be decided in
each respective sport, either by
examination of the rankings

to enter competition as "Automatic Qualifiers," or through an
"At Large" berth. Automatic
Qualifiers are those conference
teams with the winningest
record. Teams with the second
best records in the league can
also compete in NCAA competition via an "At Large" position.
While other competitive conferences will be sending their
top two teams to NCAA competition, the new NESCAC rules
restrict member schools' participation to only one team per
sport. This prevents a second
place NESCAC team, which
might be better than the first
place team from another conference, from competing in the
post-season. Hazelton believes
that we should "put the best

detriment to women's sports,
which have been extremely
successful in sending teams to
NCAA competition. Hazelton
suggested that NESCAC is "the
most competitive women's basketball, field hockey, soccer and
lacrosse conference." The fear is
that NESCAC will be forced to
"leave a lot of good teams at
home."
The directors also suggest
that these proposals will be expensive to implement. Should
the individual sports decide
their champions through a
round-robin tournament, then
extra games must be added to
the schedule, creating an extra
expense.
In November, student representatives from ten of the eleven
NESCAC schools (Bowdoin was
represented) met at
The NESCAC decision means that a team not
Amherst to discuss the upcomwhich finishes second in the conference cannoting changes. The members
established
the
advance to NCAA competition. According to present
NESCAC student forum as a
Trinity Director of Athletics Brian Hazelton, permanent body.
the conference may be forced to "leave a lot The Presidents' resolutions
also allow for the appointment
of good teams at home"
of a conference coordinator for
"research, organization of speafter regular season play, or teams in the tournament," in cial studies" etc. The creation of
through a post-season tourna- order to prevent competitions this position has been welthat are "watered down." With comed by students and athletic
ment.
These changes, expected to more than fifteen NESCAC directors, who believe a coorditake effect within the next three teams participating in post-sea- nator will help to ease the tranyears, have met with opposition son play this fall, many stand to sition to the new system.
from athletic directors and stu- be disappointed when the new
The athletic directors suggest
dent-athletes. The resolution guidelines take effect.
that the three year implementamakes NESCAC teams ineliNESCAC athletic directors tion period is key, allowing for
gible for ECAC competition, issued a^ response to the report time to acclimate new students,,
"except in instances where of the Presidents which lauded reorganize budgets, arid review
ECAC competition is deter- their commitment to equity NCAA policy. The time also almined to be more appropriate and excellence in athletics, but lows for further discussion
than NCAA national competi- also expressed concerns regard- about the correct way to bring
tion."
ing the proposals. It states that about the changes. As Hazelton
The greatest controversy, allowing only one team into the said, "We as athletic directors
however, has been sparked by NCAA Tournament will "sub- have to go in two directions. We
the decision to send only the stantially increase pressures on have to work to get this impleconference's best team into athletes, coaches, admissions mented, but at the same time,
post-season
competition. and presidents." The directors we have to work to get it
NCAA regulations allow teams also mentioned the expected •changed."

BY PATRICK R. NOONAN

Managing Editor

The Delta Phi Fraternity, also
known as St. Elmo's, will once
again occupy prime Vernon
Street real estate following a gift
from an alumnus.
The fraternity hopes to move
into the building it constructed
in 1895 at 70 Vernon St. but sold
to the college in 1972. The generous donor, Raymond Joslin
'58, was a member of the fraternity and will act as chair of the
campaign committee. He has
promised to match donations
dollar for dollar, up to a maximum of $100,000, to renovate
the house. The college will continue to own the building and
collect rent from its occupants,
much in the same way Ogilby
currently operates.
While the plan still needs to
be approved by the Board of
Trusteesjoslin is also a member
of the board and is an outspoken advocate of this proposal.

"The origins of Delta Phi at>
Trinity are as old as.the college
itself," said Joslin. "It was special to see the Delta Phi flag flying at 70 Vernon Street this
weekend for the first time in
over 25 years."
The building currently
houses the Center for the Study
of Religion in Public Life, and it
is not known where that department will be moved to.
The fraternity has 17 members at the moment, and they
look forward to moving out of
their current apartment at 135
Allen Place.
"President Dobdle told us he
was behind us 100 percent," said
Elmo President Nick Brown'99.
"Right now we're in the process
of asking our alumni to help us.
We're hoping we can get in there
at some point next school year."
Brown hopes to remodel the
current building to allow for a
kitchen, residences, and social
space. There has not yet been a
final proposal for the costs of
renovation.

The house at 70 Vernon Street currently houses
the Center for the Study of Religion in Public Life.

ANDY SHEPARD

Yale University Senior Found Slain Near Main Campus
NEW HAVEN (Yale Daily
News) Yale University senior
Suzanne Jovin was found
stabbed to death at the intersection of Edgehill Avenue and
East Rock Road, about a mile
north of central campus, at approximately 10:00 PM Friday
night, New Haven Police officials said.
Police responded at 9:58 PM
Friday to reports of a woman
bleeding at the intersection, according to a New Haven Police
press release. Officers discovered Jovin, 21, suffering from
multiple stab wounds.
Police said they had not determined whether the stabbing
had occurred at the location
where Jovin was found.
• The Farmington medical
examiner's office confirmed the
cause of death as a multiple
stab-wound homicide;
"New Haven Police are uncertain of motive, and have leads
that are being followed up," said
.Judy Mongillo, New Haven Police public information officer.
Michael Kuczkowski, press
secretary for the New Haven
mayor's office, said early indications showed this was not a random event
Yale Chief of Police James
Perrotti said six New Haven Police Department detectives and

Hours after students read not. In a trend that is reshaping
about Jovin's death in emails everything from recruiting to
from their college masters and social life, women increasingly
deans, friends and classmates •outnumber men at colleges and
gathered in the Davenport universities. Even if. the imbalCommon Room to hear the ance never becomes extreme, it
University's response to Friday raises concerns about the consequences of fewer men getting
night's tragedy.
A panel of University officers advanced education, and the
and officials explained facts sense that the liberal arts eduknown at the time and offered cation may become a women's
reassurances to the visibly dis- domain.
"I don't know why there are
more women here, but I know
that in high school I always felt
women did better and cared
more about doing well," said
Catherine Gang, a sophomore at
New York University, where
adults at Trinity Lutheran fraught group.
Approximately 100 students there are nearly six women for
Church, at Orange and Wall
packed the Davenport Com- every four men, a ratio shared
streets, said Dan Koehler '00.
"She did so much to make mon Room, most sitting on the by, among others, Fordham
University, the University of
sure everybody had a good time floor in front of the panel.
Last night's killing was the California at Santa Cruz, the
[at the party]," Koehler said. After the event ended around 8:30, second of a Yale student in New University of North Carolina at
'•
Chapel Hill and Beloit College.
she left in a Dwight Hall car Haven this decade.
Nationally, the population of
with another volunteer, Koehler
U.S- CoS leges
students enrolled in higher edusaid.
Begin To Ask,
cation tipped toward "women
Jovin had signed out the car
more than a decade ago, and the
from Yale's student-run center
'Where Have
skew is growing, year by year.
for community service and soThe Men
Although census figures show
cial justice earlier in the day for
Gone?'
that there are slightly more colthe event. "The car was in the lot
(The New York Times) - lege-age men than women, acand the keys were returned,"
Dwight Hall General Secretary Slowly but surely, college cam- cording to U.S. Department of
Pamela Bisbee-Simonds said. puses that for decades were Education statistics, there were
The death is "a tragedy and dominated by males are becom- 8.4 million women and only 6.7
ing the place where the boys are millionmen enrolled in college .
we're heartbroken."

three Yale detectives had been
assigned to the Jovin case as of
1:00 PM.
Jovin, a political science and
international relations major
from Goettingen, Germany, was
a coordinator of Best Buddies, a
volunteer mentoring program
for adults with mental retardation. Earlier in the evening, she
and group members held a
pizza-making party for the

OOTEBL SGPO0E8.

in 1996, the last year for which
statistics are available.
The number of men enrolled
in college has declined each
year from 1991 to 1995 but rose
in 1996, while the number of
women has risen steadily. And
by 2007, the department
projects, tha t gender gap will be
larger, with 9.2 million women
and only 6.9 million men.
Women outnumber men in
every category of higher education: public, private, religiously
affiliated, four-year, two-year.
And among part-time students,
older students and AfricanAmericans, the skew is much
larger.
Admissions policies are not.
the only ways to address the issue, though. Many schools are
repackaging themselves to attract more male interest. "We've
had researchers, in-house and
independent, help us shape the
messages we use in our letters to
the individual candidates we
contact through the College
Board," said John Buckley, the
dean of admissions at Fordham
University. "For women, the
messages we're stressing are
small classes, personal attention
and access to professors. For
men, we're talking about internships and intercollegiate
'sports."
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Holiday Dinner Celebrates
Campus Multsculturalism
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Trustees To Vote On Two-Year
Reprieve For Reading Week
continued from page one
students receive a week off from
classes almost every month, either for Reading Week or vacation of some kind. "Reading
Week looks bad in the public's
eyes, and the administration
and Trustees are always trying

commented that "when you
first come to Trinity, you don't
realize how important reading
week is and how important it
will be. In my junior and senior
years, I had a lot of work that I
needed to be on campus to do,
and without Reading Week it

The Board of Trustees has been unhappy for
many years with the way in which they
believe students treat Reading Week.
to upgrade Trinity's image,"
added Mahoney.
Philosophy Professor Richard
Lee is the Chair of the CurricuA variety of ethnic foods were enjoyed COURTESY OF AMY HOWARD lum Committee, which has
been discussing changes to
by all at the MAC Holiday Dinner.
Reading Week for the past year.
The final presentation of the
Lee has encountered comBY KATHERINE KIMBER
evening concerned the Jewish plaints from Trinity faculty
News Writer
eight-day holiday of Hanukkah, members that students abuse
the Festival of Lights. Terry Reading Week. Various faculty
Wednesday, December 2nd's Rifkin '99 and Sara Merin '00 members believe that too many
Multicultural Holiday Dinner spoke of the legends and history students "regard Reading Week
provided an interesting win- which surround Hanukkah. as a vacation," said Lee.
dow into other cultures. The Rifkin spoke on the actual hisMany students are upset by
Washington Room came alive tory of the holiday, involving
with the sound of African the recapture of the Temple in the plan to eliminate Reading
drums, an Indian sitar, and the Jerusalem from Greco-Syrian Week. Anand Kharidia '02
found this fall's reading week to
history of Hanukkah.
control.
be extremely beneficial. "I
After a brief introduction to
Rifkin then told the legends
stayed on campus and did the
multicultural affairs given by of Hannah and Judith, two
equivalent amount of work as a
Vice President for Multicultural women who showed great bravregular week. It allowed me to
Affairs J. Russell Fugett, every- ery in the face of religious opcatch up if I was falling behind
one lined up for food. There pression. Merin then discussed
in a class," said Kharidia.
were a great variety of holiday the legend of Hanukkah and
Jessica Flaherty '99 believes
foods from various cultures, the various observances related
that
having a week off of classes
From Indian to Puerto Rican.
to the holiday.
in
the
middle of the semester isAlter a time o[ eating and
In summarizing the spirit of
mingling, the audience was the holiday, Rifkin l99, said thar absolutely necessary; and betaught about Kwanzaa, the cel- Hanukkah "celebrates the vic- comes more important to students with each year. Flaherty
ebration of African heritage. tory of few over many." 1
Kwanzaa is a seven-day celebratogether.
Shuttle
tionof peopleand their achieveThe two station pieces, toments, which was first observed
Astronauts
gether
measuring about 77 feet
inl966.
Join First Two
from end to end and having a
The audience was instructed
combined mass of 70,000
Pieces of
in the symbols of Kwanzaa,
pounds, are the first of 100 mawhich include a mat, a basket of
Space Station
jor components to be united in
harvest fruits, corn, and a
WASHINGTON (The New space over the next five years to
candleholder with seven
candles. The candles represent York Times) — Following a se- form an orbiting outpost that
the seven principles that ries of intricate maneuvers and would weigh almost a million
Kwanzaa celebrates. These the skillful use of the space pounds and span an area the
principles are unity, self-deter- shuttle Endeavour's robot arm, size of two football fields.
mination, collective work and astronauts on Sundayjoined the
More than 40 additional misresponsibility, cooperative eco- first two of many segments that sions by US. shuttles and Rusnomics, purpose, creativity, and will form the international sian rockets will be used to haul
space station.
faith.
. all of the components and other
supplies into orbit, and astroThe audience was taught the
nauts from both nations are to
African words for these prinspend almost 1,800 hours doing
ciples. They were also treated to
spacewalks to assemble the ena performance of African drum
tire structure. The space station
music and dancing. The room
is expected to cost its partnerwas filled with the inflections
ship of'16 nations more than
and driving rhythms produced
$40 billion just to construct,
by the five drummers. Two
dancers performed three
Bradley Takes
dances, one, from West Africa,
one from the Caribbean, and a
First Step
The shuttle and its crew of six
hip-hop dance.
snared the Russian-made Zarya
Toward
Next, the audience listened to control module after chasing it
Presidential
four songs in honor and praise around the Earth in ever-closof the Hindu god Vishnu. ing orbits throughout the day.' Race
Vishnu has many incarnations, Less than an hour after a renNEWARK, NJ (The New York
among them that of Rama and dezvous 240 miles above the Times)-Bill Bradley, the former
Krishna.
Earth shortly before 6 PM., Lt. New York Knicks basketball
The holiday of Diwali cel- Col. Nancy Currie of the Army star who represented New Jerebrates Krishna. The songs deftly used the 50-foot arm to sey in the United States Senate
were performed on a sitar, a tra- grab the 40,000-pound cylinder as a Democrat took the first
ditional Indian instrument, and as the craft passed above Russia major step toward running for
accompanied by finger cym- and to slowly pull it toward the President in the year 2000 on
bals and an Indian drum. Before shuttle.
December 4 and said he could
each song, the vocalist gave a
Currie took almost two hours foresee nothing that "would delittle background about the to painstakingly move Zarya rail me at this stage." ..
song.
above the American-made
Describing himself as rejuveOne of the songs is said to be Unity docking port-positioned nated in the two years since he
composed by a devotee of in Endeavour's cargo bay. When left the Senate and now "on top
Krishna, a woman named Mira, the two pieces were aligned of my game," Mr. Bradley, 55,
whose devotion proved so within inches of one another, said he believed he could offer
strong that she was taken Cabana fired small thruster the leadership needed to adbodily to be with the Supreme rockets that raised the shuttle, dress the nation's problems—
Lord.
allowing the modules to clamp from the lack of affordable

wouldn't have gotten done."
Silver does not feel that Reading Week is particularly productive for some students. "I feel
like there's peer pressure to
leave [campus] and go somewhere cool." Silver believes that
the week would be more benef i-

jected by the faculty, the Curriculum Committee continues
to work on an alternative.
The three students on the
Curriculum Committee, Justin
Smith '99, Eric Crawford '99 and
Keith Connor '01, worked hard
get student input on the Reading Week issue, talking to students, passing out flyers and
asking students to fill out a survey about Reading Week.
The committee settled on a
plan which would organize a
task force made up of faculty,
students and administration.
The members of the task force
will devise and recommend
changes to make reading week
more academically focused. The
plan, known as "Option Two,"
was approved at the December

In my junior and senior years, I had a lot of
work that I needed to be on campus to do,
and without Reading Week it wouldn't have
gotten done.
—Jessica Flaherty '99
cial to students if professor had
to give mid-term exams and
made papers due after the
break. "[Reading Week] is not
useful to me because I have exams and papers due before the
break. Better use of the week
would be the week before finals," Silver added.
In the meantime, faculty, students and administrators are
•working hard to reinstate Reading Week at Trinity. Although
the "Trinity Days" plan was re-

1 Faculty Meeting.
"If the faculty vote had not
resulted in approval of Option
Two, the Reading Week issue
would have stopped there.
There would be no more reading week," said Smith.
President Dobelle will
present the Option Two proposal to the Board of Trustees in
January. If the Trustees fail to
pass Option Two, Reading Week
#ill be eliminated as of Fall
1999.

health care insurance to childhood poverty.
"I think I can unleash the potential of the American people,"
he said, standing in the gymnasium of a community center
here. "I see the energy out there
every day that makes the
economy run, makes technological breakthroughs. I want
to turn that energy toward dealing with the problems in this
country."
A former Princeton basketball star, Mr. Bradley went on to
win and Olympic Gold Medal.
He was also a Rhodes scholar

before joining the Knicks. He
played for the team from 1967 to
1977, helping them win two
championships in 1970 and
1973 and earning a reputation
for his integrity by refusing to
endorse products.
Other Democrats considering making a bid include Senator
John
Kerry
of
Massachusetts, Senator Bob
Kerrey of Nebraska, Senator
Paul Wellstone of Minnesota,
the House minority leader, Representative
Richard A.
Gephardt of Missouri, and the
Reverend Jesse Jackson.

Study??
You Bet... I go to the Science Commons where I
know I can study. It's
quiet, there's always access to a computer &
printer... and get this, it's
open 24 hrs. a day!!!!
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INC. Promotes Development
Community Org. Works To Make Most Of Urban Renewal

the community. Using this process, the community has
Announcements
worked with Urban Strategies
Editor
to prepare its own strategic
plan, instead of having a plan
imposed upon the area by a firm
Last year, Trinity unveiled the
with little idea of the lay of the
Master Plan, the outward-lookland.
ing renovation designed to im"This is the first time a neighprove the campus and forge
borhood has gotten together
stronger relations with the
and decided what they want the
neighborhood. The consultant
neighborhood to look like, "said
team, Urban Strategies, would
one committee member. "Trinbe working with the Southside
ity and SINA paid for the sesInstitutions Neighborhood Alsions but they mainly stayed
liance (SINA) and the commuout of the process. It was just
nity. In response to the plan,
INC and the planners."
This plan, which is now in the
"I think the hardest job that INC. has now is final
stages of revision, is due to
to separate the speculators from the legitimatebe revealed on January 19,1999
developers. We have to prioritize the projects;at a press conference in the
Washington Room. At this
make it a reality. INC. doesn't end here."
time, the written strategy un- Edith Lacey, INC. Co-Chair veiled to the public. The press
conference will also showcase
some of the businesses and the
Hollow
South,
South
Green;
several of the neighborhoods
programs involved in the comformed their own committees to and five merchant groups:
munity.
speak to the planning team. It Franklin Avenue, Maple Av• However, the planning and
enue,
New
Britain
Avenue,.
became clear that having multiple representatives, who did Wethersfield Avenue, and The design project is still only a plan.
not necessarily agree or com- Spanish American Merchants The committee has identified
municate was not working and Association; all of these groups the strengths and weaknesses of
in August 1997, the Inter-Neigh- have been attending workshops the area, and it has outlined
borhood Collaborative (INC.) with the neighborhood plan- projects that need to be underwas formed.
ners all throughout the past taken; now the group must
move into the implementation
.
According to the letter that year.
stage.
Each workshop concentrated
was sent out to introduce the
Lacey is already anticipating
group to the community, "INC. on a particular neighborhood.
was formed in response to the The consultants and the com- the work ahead. "I think the
collective needs of both Trinity mittee examined the area and hardest job that INC. has now is
College and the surrounding then sat down and listed the to separate the speculators from
neighborhoods to coordinate strengths and the weaknesses of the legitimate developers," she
information, enhance informa- that neighborhood. Then the said. "We have to prioritize the
tion, reduce redundancy, and, in analysis of the neighborhood projects; make it a reality. INC.
general, better plan revitaliza- was reviewed and fine-tuned by doesn't end here."
BY ANN O'CONNELL

tion efforts as to campus-community partnerships."
Edith Lacey, one of the two
co-chairs of INC. said, "what
happened was that we all got
sick of going to all those meetings. Nothing was getting done.
In this way we could deal with
SINA as a unified force."
In the year that INC. has been
in existence, they have certainly
proven to be a unified force.
Within the group there are representatives from five neighborhoods: Barry Square, Behind the
Rocks, Frog Hollow North, Frog
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Trinity's Boys &
Girls Club Due To
Open In February
continued from page one
in regards to our mailing. We
received over 200 interest
cards from students," commented Barber.
As the opening date looms
closer, Barber expects that
number to thin out and the
Office of Community Service
will be left with those who are
truly interested and have the
time to devote to the Boys and
Girls Club.
"We realize that not everyone who signed up will have
the time or the inclination
anymore to work, but the fact
that we got such a great initial
response makes us happy,"
said Barber.

unteer positions at the Boys
and Girls Club, The Office of
Community Service has decided to offer three work study
positions varying from volunteer coordinator to computer
class coordinator.
Since these work study positions will definitely be a hot
commodity, The Office of
Community Service is trying
to set up interviews for work
study applicants before the
campus goes on Winter Break.
"Hopefully we'll find the best
candidates before orientation
begins in late January," said
Barber. Regardless of how the
search turns out, it seems as
though they have a large

With the large amount of student interest
and a new director hired, it appears as though
the Office of Community Service will have no
trouble meeting its expected date for the grand
opening.
However, the initial delay in
the opening of the Boys and
Girls Club (for undisclosed reasons) may have generated a
loss of student interest. "Sometimes waiting around makes
people think twice. I hope that
isn't the case, but we have to realize that it just may be," added
Barber.
Along with numerous vol-

enough applicant pool to
choose from.
With the large amount of
student interest, a new director of the Boys and Girls Club
and an orientation date established, it appears as though the
Office of Community Service
will have no trouble meeting
its expected date for the grand
opening.

*—

GRINDERS

CITY PIZZA SPECIALTIES
PWMAVERA
Med $9.50
Large $12.50
Mushrooms, broccoli, peppers, olives and sliced tomatoes
on a white pie
CHICKEN TESTO
Med $10.75
Large $12.50
Fresh Mozzarella, fresh chicken and sliced tomatoes,
basted in pesto sauce
SHRIMP PESTO
Med $10.75
Large $13.90
Fresh Mozzarella, shrimp and sliced tomatoes, basted in
pesto sauce
WHITE PIE
Med $7.50
Large $9.50
498B
Fresh Mozzarella, Romano cheese, garlic, parsley,
oregano and olive oil
WHITE CLAM
Med $7.50
Large $9.50
Baby clams, Romano cheese, garlic, oregano, olive oil
and parsley

UN. STYLE PIZZA!!
Farmington Avenue • Hartford

236-2616

SEAFOOD SUPREME

Med $11.50

Large*$14.95

Shrimp, crabmeat and tomatoes on a white pie
HAWAIIAN
Med $9.50
Large $12.50
Pineapple, peppers, pepperoni and hot sauce

MEAT DEEP DISH

$17.95

Filled with pepperoni, sausage, meatball topped with
bacon and (resh cheese
VEGGIE DEEP DISH
$15 95
Filled with broccoli, mushrooms, tomatoes, peppers,
olives, and spinach topped with fresh cheese and parsley
SHEET PAN PIZZA

$15.00
Additional toppings $2.00 ea.
" 4 HOURS NOTICE PLEASE!?

TRY OUR SPECIAL
Buffalo Wings (10)

•.

$4.95

$4.95
$5.95
$6.95

Spaghetti, ziti or shells with sauce
Spaghetti, ziti or shells with meatballs
Spaghetti, ziti or shells with sausage

14" medium $7.50
16" large $9.50
additional toppings $.50 on med
$1.00 on large
anchovies
bacon
broccoli
eggplant
garlic
hamburger
meatball
mushrooms
olives
onions
pepperoni
peppers
ricotta
sausage
spinach
tomatoes

OPEN 7 DAYS • 11:00am - 2:00am
"•FREE DELIVERY"*
With $7.00 minimum purchase

We deliver cigarettes
The Best Pizza For The Best Price
City Pizza Special for
Trinity College
(no coupon needed, just mention special)
• $2.00 off any large pizza or free 2 liter
soda with any large pizza order
• Large cheese pizza, 10 wings & 2 liter
soda only $12.99
• $1.00 off any medium pizza or 2 free
cans of soda with any medium pizza order
• Buy a large pizza with one topping and
get a second large pizza for 1/2 price
• Buy 16" giant grinder, and get 1 bag of
chips & 1 can of soda FREE

8" Half.
$3.75
Cooked Salami
$3.75
Eggplant
$3.75
Genoa
$3.75
Ham
$3.75
Meatballs
$3.75
Roast Beef
$3.75
Sausage
$3.75
Tuna
$3.75
Turkey
$3.75
Veggie/cheese
$4.25
Chicken Gullet
$4.25
Steak/Cheese
$4.25
Seafood
Combo (2 kinds of meat) $4.50

••

'.•••

-•••

:

16" Whole
. $7.50
$7.50
$7.50
$7.50
$7.50
$7.50
$7.50
$7.50
$7.50
$7.50
$8.50
$8.50
$8.50
$9.00

DINNERS

Eggplant Parmigiana with pasta
Chicken Parmigiana with pasta
Baked ziti
Meat Ravioli
Cheese Ravioli
Veggie Ravioli
all dinners include salad and roll w/ butter
SAIADS

•

•

: • : • : • •

$7.95

1

1

1

"i

$7.95
$7.95
$6.95
$6.95
$6.95

CHEF SALAD
$5.50
Ham, turkey, cheese, lettuce, tomatoes, cucumber, green
pepper and olives
ANTIPASTO
$5.50
Salami, pepperoni, cheese, mushrooms, eggplant, cucumbers,]
olives, green peppers, cherry peppers and lettuce ;
TUNA SALAD
$4.95
Tuna, lettuce, cheese, tomatoes, olives and cucumbers
GREEK SALAD
$4.95
Feta cheese, lettuce, tomatoes, green peppers, cucumbers,
olives and cherry peppers
TOSSED SALAD
$1.95
GARLIC BREAD
Small $1.50
Large $3.00
Italian, Creamy Italian, Fresh, Blue Cheese and Ranch

Pepsi Coffee Coke Orange Tea Snapple
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part of the atmosphere. And.no
fears, friends: Karaoke Night is
' = Features Editor
coming back for the Spring semester on Friday nights.
Wednesday and Thursday
The next time you walk into
nights at the Bistro will still inThe Bistro, imagine it without
volve bands from on-campus
the tables and without the soup
and off-campus.
stand. Imagine it without TVs
Here's some things I bet you
hanging from the ceilings and
didn't know: Tina lived in Sica condiment table on the side.
ily, Italy until 1970 when she
Imagine that there isn't a grill,
moved to Connecticut and ran
and there isn't a salad bar.
a pizza place with her husband.
Imagine that Karaoke Night
She has three sons, the youngnever existed, and there isn't a
est at 17 and the oldest at 27.
tap to pour beer from when the
She's lived in Hartford, and now
sun goes down.
lives in Wethersfield. And
Now imagine shelves coverwhen she first came aboard
ing the walls holding bottles of
with Marriott, she worked at
shampoo, soap, laundry deterHamlin Hall and The Cave.
gent, tampons, and floor cleanWhat's
the difference now that
ers. There's a magazine rack
she's with the Bistro? Hamlin
right in the middle, and a little
was a whole lot quieter.
deli in the back with a couple of
tables. You stumble into this
Jane Seravalli came aboard
"Bistro" hungover and poor.
with Marriott back in 1990, and
There, right where the sugar
worked at Mather Hall (Crossand cream used to be, is the
roads Cafe) until moving to the
WWW.TR1NCOUJEDU
medicine shelf where that
Koeppel Convenience Store. The Bistro wouldn't be as enjoyable if not for the efforts of
bottle of Advil shines like a beaSince then she's moved up to a Jane and Tina.
con in a storm. But you're poor.
supervisor and recently moved Jane says.
a senior. The Bistro only got TVs
What do you do? Pull out your
to Springfield, Massachusetts.
"Watching students grow and two years ago. Before than, it
change is a wonderful part of must have been all Rod Stewart
the job," Tina agrees.
and Billy Joel, with the occaAs its name implies, it was a limited French deli. Now, the Bistro
It's not all just business.to sional Van Morrison, maybe a
has incorporated such items as the Steak & Cheese under the
these women. It's not just a pay- dash of classic Oldies. There's
defination of French dining, but 1 doubt anyone has any complaints
check for them. It's a job where always been smoking after
they get to meet new and inter- hours, though it's not as popuabout that technicality.
esting people every year, and get lar amongst people dining as it
ID and charge it to your account. tro workers became cocktail But before Trinity, she worked at to know the students as they is with people drinking. The
Stop— back to present time, waitresses atnight: They had to the University of Hartford and progress and grow. By the time Bistro has always been closed on
.. then a nursing, home,; Bistro a student graduates, they're on Sundays, You have to rememT»OW. That's what the Bistro used serve you at your table,
Times have changed. Now'' jane, folks, hasher culinary de- a first name basis with Trinity's ber, there wasn't many people
to be, folks. It was a convenience
workers all across campus, and living on the North side of camstore. But even back then, there without your Trinity ID that gree.
states you as 21 (followed up by
Both of them love working in the Bistro is no exception.
pusinl992. Andasfortheflags?
was Bistro Jane.
In 1996, the graduating class They represent the home counSelected with a woman a check on the master birthday the Bistro because of the stunamed Tina DiMauro, and a few sheet), you can't come in to even dents that they get to see grow wrote a letter to the administra- try of every student here at Trin- .
others, Bistro Jane was a part of flex a bottle of water during the up and become successful. By tion asking for Bistro Jane to be ity.
the time you graduate, Bistro present on stage during their
the evolution of what we now "21 Club" hours of the Bistro.
Recently Marriott has gone
call Trinity's fine dining estab"It's hard restricting people Jane and Tina will have seen graduation in order to hand into partnership with Sodexho.
lishment. Way back in 1992, the who aren't 21. Turning people changes in you that they will them their diplomas. Years of We belong to the Sodexhohaving her swipe their cards Marriott Dining program, in
Bistro was born.
away is not fun for me," Bistro always remember.
"There was this girl who was seem to have made an impres- case you didn't know, The
It's been six years now. In that Jane says.
. time, Tina and jane have
And it's not fun for those who quiet and sad all the time her sion. The name "Bistro Jane" changes have been small for us,
worked with eight different get turned away. But there is a freshmen year. She'd be home- was first used by the classes of but for the dining hall workers:
managers and under the au- law about that sort of thing. sick, and just depressed all the 1993 and 1994, who went on to no more benefits with the
thority of four different direc- Once inside the Bistro during time. Well, she graduated last get the name published in Marriott side of the business.
tors. They are the only two beer hours, you get to choose year a very outspoken, happy, many different articles of The They have to pay full-price to
original workers left. And the from about four or five different and successful woman. She was Tripod. Since then, it has just spend the night in a Marriott
number of workers who have beers. If you pick the right an entirely different person. stuck. And she likes the name. hotel; before, they got a disIn the middle of the inter- count. In the grand scheme of
since come and gone cannot be night, you'll get chips and salsa Things like that are some of my
counted. They have seen every or popcorn as a complimentary most memorable experiences," view, member of the class of things, the new alcohol policy
1998 PJ. Monahan came into the has affected the Bistro more
Bistro, just stopping by on his than anything else this past
way through the city. He came year..
over and said hello to them, beBut there hasn't been anyfore me (though I was his masthing that has affected this
sage partner in Elements of
Movement, years ago) and didn't friendship between Jane and
leave before giving Bistro Jane a Tina. They started together, and
they're still working together
Aaron Kuney, a Political
groups have turned pretty
hug hello and good-bye.
after all these years. Jane says
Science majorfrom Reston, VA,
moral politicians corrupt.
When he left, Jane remarked, that they have a "loyalty to each
is a member of a Capellagroup
"Graduation is a very hard day other." They have a friendship
After Dark and recently spent
If you were President of
forme."
that's grown stronger as time
this year as "new person" cusTrinity College, what would
Women like Jane and Tina has gone by, and though they've
tomer service representative
your first move be?
get to know students here, and worked under many different
for the Columns Society.
they have to watch them leave. managers, they're still together,
I'd just continue what
And although the cappucino side by side, at the Bistro. In that
What are your plans for life
Dobelle is doing. I like his
and
espresso machine came and respect, they have a loyalty to
after Trinity?
concept of involvement in the
went without much remorse this school and to you and me,
city.
felt by anyone in the Bistro, stu- the students within it.
I'd like to move back to the
What's a good memory that
dents
leaving doesn't have the
Six-years ago, when the first
D.G area, and maybe teach, you'll take from Trinity?
Jason Williams on Aaron
same apathetic effect. They see students ordered their first
and coach at my alma mater.
Kuney
us as freshmen, they see us as meals at the new dining estabThe big concerts at the end of
seniors (some of us more times lishment called the Bistro,Jane
How did you become in- the semester. I'll definitely miss
"He's a great individual and
than others), and they see us as Seravelli and Tina DiMauro
volved with After Dark?
singing in a concert every two has been a great friend to me
successful
adults in the real were there to serve them. Today,
weeks after I leave Trinity.
for four years. He'sjustagreat
world.
'
their job descriptions may be
I never sang until I came to
person. And you can see
The
Bistro
has
evolved
in
different from what they first
college. I just auditioned for
If you were President of the Aaron Kuney at 8pm this
ways much like a 'student. It were, but their dedication is still
the Pipes my freshman year US, what would your first move Thursday in Hamlin Hall
started off fairly quiet, began the same. Dedicated to each
after the fall concert, and have be?
where he will be performing
taking a couple of risks like a other, their job, and their stubeen involved with a Capella
with After Dark and the
dart board and a TV set or two, dents. That's what Bistro Jane
ever since.
Campaign Finance Reform. Amherst Sabrinas."
found out what it could do, and and her colleague and friend,
Money and special interest
did a lot more by the time it was Tina, are all about.
Ja BY LINDA PACYLOWSKI

change the Bistro has undergone, good or bad, and anticipate more changes to come in
the future.
When the Bistro first opened,
it served mainly sandwiches.
As its name implies, it was a
limited French deli. Now, the
Bistro has incorporated such
items as the Steak & Cheese
under the definition of French
dining, but I doubt anyone has
any complaintsabout that technicality. When asked about the
most major changes, both say,
"the Union," but there have been
more changes than just that.
Introduced before members
of this year's Freshmen class
could even get their learner's
permit to drive, beer has been a
Bistro beverage. Late night at
the Bistro used to mean that you
could choose from over 50 different types of beer. If you were
the first person to order a particular type of beer, you got to
peel the label off the bottle,
write your name on it, and post
it on the wall. And here's a fact
often not remembered, the Bis-

SEMIOPi SPOTLIGHT
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don't mind bloody movies, but the horror of this film was just a little too
warped for my own liking. Apparently
my friends felt similarly. With a plot that
was hard to distinguish alongside the
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that kept you waiting for too long. You
would learn from those mistakes and
pass your knowledge on to your friends,
so that they don't make the same mistake
This weekend I did something I have
in the future.
only done one other time in my life. It
Why should it be any different for
left me feeling a little bit naughty; a little
movies? If you don't like the movie, why
bit guilty, and I did it with three other
stay? The ending maybe better than the
people. I may have messed up a potenbeginning, but for the most part, it will
tially fun and exciting experience by
be just as bad. Instead, you have wasted
leaving before we were finished. People
that second hour hoping the movie
enjoy this form of release everyday, why
would get better, but it hasn't; you have
couldn't I?
lost not just one hour now, but two or
more. Go with your gut feeling.
Well the truth is, I couldn't finish what
I started. It was that bad. I was that unThe problem with leaving a movie, of
comfortable. And before you start thinkcourse, is that you have paid for the
ing I'm talking about something that I'm
movie before you have seen it. It is likely
not (get your mind out of the gutter), 1
that the people in red suits and bow-ties
will tell you what I did, or rather, didn't
selling you the tickets won't let you sell
do this Friday night.
back to them what you have seen and rejected. First of all, the guy at the entryI walked out of a movie theater, midway to the dark theater isn't going to go
movie. I didn't finish watching the
back through the ticket stubs to find
movie. Oooh—risque, I know. But it takes
your missing piece. Secondly, there is no
a lot to leave a crowded theater when
reverse on the ticket machine. And the
everyone else seems to be enjoying the
people behind the desk probably
movie. Besides, a movie has to be pretty
wouldn't let you try that anyway.
bad if you are going to walk out of the
theater altogether.
So, regarding your money: it's lost.
And there's nothing you can do about it.
Sometimes you feel pressured into
But you have two, perhaps obvious, opstaying. After all, you missed getting a
tions before you set out to the movies
discount pass through SLRC, and had to
next time. You can choose your movies
pay the whole $7.50. Or you. didn't just
wisely. If it seems like you don't know
pay for yourself, but for a date also, and
how it will be, if the previews are a little
were hoping that it would be an enjoysketchy, it may be best to wait until it
able evening-impossible, you think, if
comes out on video. If you are willing
you leave the movie before it's completo risk a bad movie, you have to be willtion. You had other friends tell you the
ing to risk that you may want to walk
movie was great.
WWWKWKDM
A movie about deception may be even more deceptive.
out. And remember, it is probably a rare
Unfortunately you just don't see it that
way. Do you go or do you stay? You want gory murders, I don't care that it may feel rightior you, you shouldn't feel like occasion that a movie is actually so bad
to be able to 1. talk to your friends about have gotten "so much better after that, I you have any obligation to stay. You that you want to leave. But if it comes to
the movie later and share a few laughs,_ swear." A few people left before we did, wouldn't stay involved;n a bad relation- that, don't hold back. You'll be happier
".••'-••''
too, or 2. have a very compelling argu- after the first ten minutes or so. 1 won-' ship, ahdybu wouldn't eatata restaurant in the end.
ment as to why you left the very same der if they were able to get a refund.
We left, not even bothering with the
movie they told you was the best thing
since they put peanut butter and jelly in money. It wasn't worth it. We were convinced by others, including the televithe same container.
So what are the "acceptable" reasons sion commercials, that this would be a
for leaving a movie? I don't know if I can light-hearted comedy, funny and enterspeak for everyone, but I can.speak to my taining. The movie was anything but.
The only other movie I ever left was
own reasons for leaving the movie I saw.
Very Bad Things, headlining Christian The Postman, released a few years ago.
Slater and Cameron Diaz, lived up to its All I have to say about that movie is
name in being a very bad film. Appar- when the hell did Kevin Costner stop
ently it was supposed to be a "dark com- riding that gosh-darn horse?
When you are stuck in an uncomfortedy", but I was left unable to eat my
able
seat in the theater, and after an hour
popcorn and squirming in my seat. 1
BY JULIANNA BOGDANSKI

Features Editor

or more you still don't know what is going on in the movie, I think it's safe to say
"the movie has no plot, Juli," and go
home.
It seems to me that if a movie doesn't

your competitors

with the

Top Ten Rea
AtSe

advantage

Wish You Were
rUbwball

Ten Couples Hooking
Nine Seniors Dancing
Eight Girls-a-Falling
Seven Sequined Dresses

CGU graduates are prepared to
work. Our Drucker School of
Management graduates are
ready to manage. Our
graduate teachers can
teach—now. Historians
psychologists
p h i l o s o p h e r s
economists,
artists
political
scientists
mathematicians
IS managers—all educated
the Claremont way, with
the workplace in sight.
Check
us
out
at
wwiv.cgu.ecfi/, then call or
e-mail for admissions info.
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Tiv'o People Puking
And a Senior Streaking the Quad.
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out
And off we went, yelling and arguing
so loud that people were looking in from
MARIAH TITLOW
the streets to see what all the commotion
Restaurant Reviewers
was about. When we realized there was
a large gathering pointing at us from
If you don't already know, I'm a poor outside the window, we decided to shut
guy. I've got about as much money as up, although not before we could get a
Trinity has popular alcohol policies. So quick "Jerkr in first.
So our silence gave us a chance to look
it's only when the Tripod offers to pay for
me and Mariah to dine that I'm able to around at the place, since we certainly
wouldn't be looking at each other any
take her out for a nice dinner.
And if you don't already know, Mariah time soon. Tables are set up fairly spoand I like to fight. Well, I don't know if radically and abundantly, leaving little
we like it, but we sure do it a lot. But, hell, intimacy for any one table. A bar lies at
1 figured, what could we argue aboutjust the south end.of the restaurant and is frehaving dinner? So, with my date draped quented generally by alcoholic customon my arm, the moon shining full and ers or the sophisticated businessman.
broad over the jewel of New England The place was fairly empty, no doubt due
(Hartford, of course, silly), we headed to to the fact that we had arrived at 8:30 PM.
And everyone knows that .when HartVito's by the Park
Vito's by the Park is an Italian-Ameri- ford rush hour comes, out goes the popucan restaurant located in downtown lation, running quickly to their suburbs
Hartford, across the street from the and safe havens (wimps/).
Our waiter was clearly one of those
northeast end of Bushnell Park (on the
former site of the Blue Star Caf 6). One of struggling artist types—long hair, unthe restaurants greatest assets is its loca- shaven, and had one of those pairs of
tion: from the restaurant you can peer trendy, New York, Woody Allen-like
out into the Park and admire what is cer- thick black glasses draped from his nose.
tainly one of downtown Hartford's great- You could almost hear him saying, "Yeah,
me and the band are getting back toest assets.
But if it's nighttime, you can't see the gether." Our appetizers came, and we
park at all, really, so if you're going for went at them in silence. I began talking
the view, try coming when there's still a in my head.
"These calamari are good, but not
little light out. It's also nice to come when
it's warm, for when it is, they open the great. A little bit too thick and crisp. Look
storefront windows (which are essen- at Mariah, digging at her clams like the
tially like doors) and let the air come in little science major she is. Quit dissectand fill the restaurant. Well, Mariah and ing and just eat! For crying out loud!" I
I, true to form, managed to come at a time vented-in my head at her. "I wonder what
most inappropriate for the ultimate she's thinking." ; •..
Vito's dining experience: it was dark and
Mariah: Well, Patrick,! was thinking
cold. '
that my oysters were beingidommated
Which was much like the way we by the strong sauce, which tasted almost
were to each other all night long. It be- likespaghetti sauce. It was good, overall,
gan with the appetizers.
but not the best I'd ever had. Oh yeah, and
"What will you have, dear?" I asked I was also thinking that you were a big
her. Vito's appetizers largely consisted of jerk, too.
seafood samplers, as well as thestandard
Our waiter came over and wanted our
garlic bread and soup option.
entree choices. Their entree categories
"The zuppa di clams," she said. It was were divided up into chicken, beef &
a dish of little necks sauteed with garlic, veal, seafood, and pizza. Vito's is famous
for their pizzas'. They have every kind:
in a red sherry wine sauce.
"Sounds good. I think I'll have the fried spinach, clam, broccoli, eggplant, ricotta,
calamari." They're fried with a hot primavera, clam casino, chicken pesto,
seafood supreme, Hawaiian, everything,
cherry pepper.
With fierce and piercing eyes, she vegetable and combo. My anger with
asked: "Didn't you have calamari once Mariah had my blood boiling by now
and I began feeling like a flesh-tearing
with your old girlfriend?"
BY PATRICK W. GAVIN &

Then, I was thinking about my entree.
The kitchen had run out of scallops, and
didn't bother to tell me until the food was
under my nose.
My waiter told me, "We gave you extra
shrimp." But, there were only two extra
pieces of shrimp. And on top of it, what
they had given me wasn't that great. The
spaghetti and sauce was
fairly tasteless, and there
was this purple piece of
plastic I found in one of
my shrimp. And then
after that, I probably
went back to thinking
how big of a jerk you are.
So we sat there in silence again, until our
waiter came over and
asked if we wanted anything else. Mariah
looked at me instantly.
"Oh, didn't you say
JUUBOGDANSKI
'else' in your first senPatrick and Mariah do late night at Vito's.
speakers throughout the restaurant. A tence to me freshman year?" Mariah
few moments later, and a bit surpris- asked.
ingly, Michael Bolton came over the
"Oh, sweetie, I did. Wasn't it 'Do you
speakers and sang our song. "How Can want anything else to drink?'"
We Be Lovers If We Can't Be Friends."
"Yes!"
With mouths filled with appetizers, we
"Oh..Im sorry, sweetie. I don't want to
looked at each other simultaneously and fight with you." We began smooching in
front of the waiter, upon which he just
smiled.
dropped our bill on the table and went
"Oh, I'm sorry, sweetie," I pouted.
"Me, too, puppy." A quick kiss and we away. We soon followed and got up to
were back to chatting. We noted the less- leave.
than-perfect service that our waiter had
Well, we had managed only two fights,
been providing us. We had to remind which for an hour and half period of
him to bring us bread. He quickly tired time together is actually pretty low. But
of refilling my water glass, so he just left we also had a pretty decent meal. The
appetizers were good, but short of legthe pitcher on our table.
"This is really poor service," Mariah endary. The pizza was very good, but fillnoted, I looked up at her from my food, ing. Mariah's entree might have been
quickly and sharply. I couldn't believe good if she hadn't been given half of
the nerve she had to say such a thing.
what she had ordered.
"Wasn't your old boyfriend poor? Why
The prices aren't inexpensive, but
do you always have to talk about him? within reach of the average student budJerk!"
get—at least at Trinity. Our dinner of two
appetizers and entrees ran us $50. And
And off we were again.
My pizza was pretty good. And pretty while the service could have been betmeaty, which made it quite filling. Even ter, it was probably only the fault of the
though I ordered their small size, there staff at the time.
We both agreed on the way out, howwas no way that 1 was going to be able to
finish it. If you're going to order the ever, that it just didn't have that right
pizza, leave plenty of room. With my fighting atmosphere—like in a dorm
hands in my lap, all 1 could think about room or outside a fraternity party. Now,
those are real fighting places! But, of
was what Mariah was thinking about.
Mariah: Well, let me tell you. First, I course, frats don't serve good food. Oh,
was thinking of how much 1 hated you. well. Somewhere there is a place...
carnivore, so I opted for the meat pizza
(meatball, pepperoni, sausage, cheese,
and bacon). Mariah remained on her
marine biology kick and ordered more
seafood: shrimp and scallops.
When the entrees came, we got busy
eating. As we ate, 20s Big Band Swing
and 50s Jazz was being piped in the

SeRena Speaks the Trzutln
FOR THE VERY LAST TIME
SCORflO

AQUARIUS

OCT23-NOV2!

JAN2O-FE£> is
You won't be getting much for Christmas this year, Mr. Freeze. You have been
waiting in the wings for some miraculous occurrence but I'm sorry, you have
to take things into your own hands once
in awhile.

Goodbye my love, well, it's time to go.
Though finals might be difficult, your
winter break holds many long-overdue surprises both romantically and
on the career-front. Who knows, you
may have both secured: don't forget to
thank Santa.

SAGITTARIUS
NOV22-DE.C21
Sags will have a breezy finals week.
Either you are generally clueless or
were right on during exams, or there is
something much bigger around the
corner. Beware of MAC trucks when
crossing the shopping isle.

CAPRICORN
DE.C22-JAN \9
Capricorns Beware!! A Christmas star
is about to pass through your lunar orbit. Translation: the grinch flies by
night, and you won't be getting much
sleep.

flSCES
FE.B
You've gotten the hang of that drunkdecision-making thing. Keep it up as you
guzzle the eggnog, and you will be a
happy caroler. Friends will visit you frequently, as long as you visit them.

-f

TAURUS
AfK 2O-MAY 20

Good thing there's not any snow, baby,
cause you'd be meltin' it all! You are on
fire and though it may look really cool,
sooner or later you are going to burn out.
Take heed when.rocking the house, you
down want to burn it down, do you?

.

You need to reign in your excesses before the New Year. No one wants disaster. If you wait you might actually have
success in an almost forgotten relationship when you get back to school. It
won't be too late.

GEMINI

MAY21 -XIN2O
Frosty may have been made of snow
but he had more friends than you do
right now. Stop being so cold to your
friends. You want to play their reindeer
games, so put on that shiny nose and let
them laugh at you for once.

You made the right decision. A friend
may be blinded by her own emotions
in the situation. And if your guy friend
doesn't come around, maybe' it was
never meant to be. See if he comes back
after break.

ARIES
MAR. 21 -

As usual, Aries, you can't say no. You're
going to have to start living moderately;
no one owes you anything, not even
Santa. Be generous in a way you haven't
in awhile and you might get a kiss in
your stocking.

JUN21-JUL22
Your evil-streak has come to an end
and just in time for you to make some
holiday cheer. Enjoy time at home, reevaluate your strengths and weaknesses
so that you can re-enter the new year
with a bang.

JL
Have a great break. Yeah right. It's going to snow on your parade, and you
are just going to have to deal with it.
Better luck next semester.

Fly home
for
the holidays.
With cash left for presents.

PHILLY/WIUVUNGTON

BUFFALO
EACH WAY
14-DAY ADVANCE

By now you've probably heard
about Shuttle America. The new
hassle-free way to fly from
Bradley International.
Friendly people. Easy boarding.
Quiet comfortable aircraft.
And plenty of legroom in
comfortable 2x2 leather seats.
NEW SERVICE to
Norfolk/Virginia Beach
begins December 18.

FEEL GOOD ABOUT FLYING

SHUTTLE AMERICA
l-877-AIRSHUTTLE
1-877-247-7488
Tickets are non-refundable and must be purchased at the time of booking.Tickets are exchangeable for a $15.00 per segment fee. Fares subject t o
change/availability and do not include local airport charges of $3,0O-$6.O0 each way.
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Jeremiah Stevenson:
Studio Arts Superstar
BY BETH GILLIAN

'• Arts Editor
If you liked In the Company oJMcn,
Neil LaBute's searing black comedy
about gender relations, then check out
his latest flick, Your Friends and
Neighbors. Playing at Cinestudiofrom
Thursday, December 10 through Saturday, December 12, the film stars Jason Patric, Ben Stiller, Catherine
Keener, Nastassja Kinski, and Aaron
Eckhart.

Running Tuesday, December 8
through Saturday, December 12,
Reggie Montgomery Directs poses
questions relavent to the suburban
violence dilemma. This production
takes on the task of exposing and acknowledging, but not solving the issues. All performances are in
GarmanyHall.at 8 PM.

Stop by the University of Hartford's
Konover Campus Center on Friday,
December 11 to see Miracle Orchestra
with special guest Hammy C and the
Feelin. Tickets are only $3, and the
show starts at 8 PM. For more info, log
onto http://users.aol.com/miracleorc
orcall(617)734-BOSS.
rr-

Studio 47 presents Leaving: Stories
of Migration. This orginal performance piece was created and staged
by First Year Trinity students. The production evolves out of an investigation
of migration stories of Native American, African American, Tibetan and
Puerto Rican peoples. The performance is "Wednesday and Thursday,
' ^December 9 and10, in Se'sibitfy Hall at
6:30 PM.

Jeremiah Stevenson '99 is one of the
four studio arts majors at Trinity College.
Growing up near Boston in Cohasset,
Massachusetts,he developed an interest
in art after taking a few classes. His artistic talent is shared by some of his family members; his grandmother used to
paint wa tercolors, a nd his brother is currently creating wall rnurals in California.
Stevenson entered Trinity with the intention of becoming an economics major. After taking a few studio arts classes,
he soon changed his mind, realizing that
he would only be happy as an arts major, "The biggest problem at Trinity is
that there are too many economics majors and not enough studio arts majors,"
he remarked.
Stevenson says he's gotten a lot of love
from the fine arts department. He has
enjoyed all the classes he's taken (and he's
taken almost every one offered in the department) and the professors he's had.
Stevenson will soon begin work on his
senior thesis project. Currently he is
working on projects that will lead into
his thesis, which will require him to
draw and paint a number of works that
will be on display in Zion Gallery this
spring.
When asked whether his work has an
overarching theme (two of his fellow
majorsjocelyn Schneider '99 and Taylor
Milne '99 recently did an exhibition
dealing with women's issues), Stevenson
said his art deals with "men's issues." He
works mainly in the, fields of drawing
and painting. "I like oil painting a lot. I
could get lost in an oil painting,"

BCTH C1LLICAN

Fine Arts major Jeremiah Stevenson.
Stevenson remarked.
"Jeremiah has a good eye for realist
painting. He works really well with
other students," commented Jocelyn
Schneider. Taylor Milne backed up her
sentiment, saying "Jeremiah's a terrific
mentor."
When he is not in the drawing studio,
Stevenson can often be found in the Cave
watching ESPN SportsCenter or "The
Simpsons." He also enjoys listening to
rap music (except for Puff Daddy), playing soccer and basketball, and reading
The Tripod.

Stevenson remains unsure as to what
his plans are after he graduates from
Trinity. Whatever he decides, he will undoubtedly find success incorporating
his artistic talents into any field he
, chooses. When asked to comment, he
simply said, "Seethe future. Tain the:future." Only time will tell, but it is likely
that we will hear from him again.

Tennessee Band FuelPerforms at Party Barn
Student Interview Uncovers Personality Behind Popularity
ing in August. The record wasn't released
until March 31, so it's almost a year span
Arts Writer ,
between the time you get signed to the
time you can get a record out.
The band Fuel performed at the
Tripod Wow, that long? How easy was
Vernon Social Center on Friday,Decem- it for you to get noticed?
bcr 4. Writer Chris Chappell met with
Carl: Well, with the power of radio and
the band after the show,
our local support, it was probably a lot
Tripod: How long have you guys been easier for us than others. But at the same
together?
time we were really [working] hard. We
Carl Bell (guitar, vocals): Seven years. always had a good sense of drive and will
We just pay a lot of attention to melody, to work, so we were pretty much a do-itbut we like to be aggressive as, well. yourself organization for the longest peRock'n'Roll. Melody, aggressive melodies, riod. We were taking care of retail stores
and getting our demos in there and takyou know?
Tripod: Sounds good. What do you ing care of radio ourselves, plus we were
carrying our own P.A. and our own
write first, music or lyrics?
Carl: Got to be music first. At least it's backline and lights and everything. We
harder - I've never been able to work would go do shows and drive three hours
backwards like that, so you do the mu- and do a show and tear everything down
sic first, guitar first, then you get the vo- and then drive home because we
cal melody. Then usually you get the couldn't afford to stay in a hotel room
catch phrase or something, a "working During the early afternoons, we were
title. Then you go back and work it out dealing with the retail stores and the rafrom there. The lyrics happen there. Lyr- dio and all of that trying to get our stuff
ics are the hardest thing, man. Lyrics out there and exposed.
take... well, they're not the hardestthing,
Brett: We put our cassette out in '94, so
but they take a lot of time.
that's how long. We've been doingthat
Tripod; From what do most of your" for a while.
songs stem? How old are some of them?
Tripod Well, getting toward a little
BY CHRIS CHAPPELL

"We got to thepoint of frustration where we couldn't
do anything else but trash our gear."
Carl: "Ozone" is probably a good...
Brett Scallions (lead vocals, guitar): We
recorded that song two or three times already.
Carl: "Ozone" is pretty old, "Shimmer"
is wri tten rela tively close to before we got
signed, but you have to understand that
making a record takes about... we got
signed in March [and] we started record-

performing stuff, what's your favorite
concert that you've done?
Carl: We love playing, period. I don't
think I can pull up one particular night
that was my favorite show 'cause we've
had a lot of really fun shows and every
show has a different feel to it.
Brett: One of the cool shows for me was
when we were on stage with Aerosmith.

Lead singer Brett Scallion performs
atHersheyPark.
Jeff and 1 grew up together, and the last
•night we were with Aerosmith, we were
on that big stage, and 1 looked over at Jeff
and 1 remember practicing in his little
bedroom [a?] young kids. To look over
and he's there for Aerosmith and we're on
Aerosmith's stage...it's pretty mind-bogglingJeff Abercrombie (bass): Yeah, and
even weirder than that is to look over and
see all these guys I've played with for
such a long time here and behind them
you can see Steven Tyler hanging out
watching.
.
.
Tripod: Has anything weird happened
on stage? I've heard about you guys getting [thrown off]?
Brett Yeah, I've had a few stiches. We
were in Miami, We trashed the stage
pretty bad. Wehavea lot of wireless stuff,
[such as] wireless guitar units, so we have
a little more freedom on the stage. There's

HTTFWWWW.GEOC1T1ES.COM/SUNSETSTRIP/
STAGE/8245/P1X.HTML

not a cable inhibiting us. The show that
we did in Miami, there were radio towers surrounding us practically, and so
there's all these air frequencies, air waves,
totally freaking out all of our gear. Finally, we got to the point of frustration
where we couldn't do anything else but
trash our gear, [laughsl The guitar that
Carl used to do pretty much all of the
tracks on the Sunburn record was lost
that night.
Carl: It's in thirty pieces now. [laughs]
Jeff: It was weird. The accumulation of
a lot of stuff came together at that one
show and we couldn't handle it any^
more. You move on, you know. I think
Brian had to go. dredge up another guitar, [laughter]
'.''.••
Tripod: One more question I have to
ask: are y'ajl Vols fans? •
Brett: Being from Tennessee, you gotta
be. You gotta be.
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Enemy of the State Provides Music and Marxism
Non-Stop Thrills and Action
BY D A N FLIGSTEN

Arts Writer

They're "not anti-Semites,
they just hate Jews." At first,
anyone watching Thursday
night's performance by The
Merlin Ensemble might feel like
collaborators in a neo-Nazi
demonstration. But fear not,
these Germans are good guys.

BY DEVIN PHARR

Arts Writer

I am pretty surprised to discover how many young people
have never heard of DJ jazzy Jeff
and The Fresh Prince. When I
was young, it seemed that 1 was
one the few who couldn't repeat
back his entire album on command.
Back in the late eighties, however, I was barely aware of Will
Smith the actor, and probably
would have laughed at the suggestion he would ever be a successful one. But after watching
Enemy Of The State, the joke is
on me.
Enemy Of The State is a political thriller that follows the
story of an associate director of _
the National Security Agency
(Jon Voight) who finds himself
at odds with certain key members of Congress over the ratification of a particular bill. The
bill, which, incidentally, is not
fictitious, legalizes government
intrusion by means of video, audio, and electronic presence into
the possessions and privacy of
any person residing in the
United States.
Voight's character, who works
for an organization that investigates potential threats to National Security and Welfare,
attempts to liquidate the opposition by ordering the assassination of one of the bill's primary
opponents,
Congressman
Albert (Stewart Wilson II).
Secure in his decision, it is
only by extreme chance that
Voight finds out that the entire
affair has been unintentionally
recorded. The owner of the tape,
aware of the implications of
possessing such evidence, flees,
only to be killed on the run.
During his flight, he slips the
tape into the shopping bags of
Robert Clayton Dean, a young
lawyer played by Will Smith.
Smith, unaware of the exchange, soon finds himself living on the run as his world falls
apart as he becomes the target
of investigation by the NSA,

The most noticeable feature is
undoubtedly the high-pitched
singing of Sylvia Anders. She is
the "star" of the show as her
ceaseless shrieks force all six instruments into submission. The
style is Opera-esque and all the
words are in German. Like the
music which she accompanies,
Anders takes some getting used
to and as the performance begins, one almost perceives a si-

The works of Eisler are intended to
represent "the social discrepancy between
the rich and poor, mighty and weak,"
Will Smith and Gene Hackman share a tense moment in the

current thriller Enemy of the State.

One of the problems with this
film is that the suspension of
believability may have been
taken advantage of. Will
Smiths character's convenient •
connections with the underworld are left unexplained. The
ineptitude and lack of human
compassion within the NSA
stretches the bounds of belief.
There is always something you
have to let go in films. They
pretty much pulled a fast one
on viewing audiences by building a movie on barely, believable
circumstances, and passing the
circumstances off as completely realistic.
One of the more interesting
decisions in the making of this
movie is in the portrayal of the
NSA as evil and blatantly corrupt. It is refreshing to see such

a clearly oppositional statement
on modern political topic.
Also enjoyable was the lack of
catchy phrases in this movie.
That, of course, was meant sarcastically. Gene Hackman's
character seems to have gotten
every bad line in the script. His
performance makes up for the
poor writing, though, letting his
low profile in the movie work
with his character's behavior.
Smith likewise does a good job
throughout the film. He is
complemented by the presence
of Regina Williams as his wife.
The stellar cast, a good script,
and the fact that this movie did
not have to compete in both
draw and plot with summer releases makes this an excellent
choice in which to invest the
better part of ten bucks.

The music,entitled "The Case
of Hanns Eisler," composed by
Harms Eisler, is artfully combined with narration that pertains to his life. With titles like
the "Ballad of thejewish Whore
Marie Sanders," all the compositions are meant to be politically significant. A far cry from
Nazism, the works of Eisler are
intended to represent "the social
discrepancy between the rich
and poor, mighty and weak."
Though the troupe boasts
eight musicians from five countries, these guys are suspiciously, uniformly blond haired
and blue eyed. However, they are
equally competent and deliver
seamless performances of the
chamber music. Eisler intended
his work to create a certain tension so as to reflect his reactionary political views, and the
musicians succeed in creating
sounds that are angst ridden,
but not too hard on the ears.

ren rather than a human voice.
Eventually, her singing becomes strangely melodic as it
blends with the rest of the dissonant compositions.
The one glaring problem
with the performance of The
Merlin Ensemble is that, between songs, a man who looks
and sounds like a villain out of
a James Bond film reads long
passages out of a journal. Unfortunately, it's all in German.
Not only is the meaning lost,
but the audience is annoyed at
being audibly assaulted by one
of the most abrasive of all foreign languages.
If anything, The Merlin Ensemble is an exotic experience.
However, the novelty of this
alien culture soon wears off and
the audience is left feeling confused, bored and, for the most
part, ignorant of the Marxist
message that the songs attempt
to convey.

Buy your railpass
before |l§#and. save!

Smart move # 1

Paris $363
Amsterdam $383
Madrid $410
Rome $446
Prague
$459
Fares are RT. Do not include taxes.
Restrictions apply. Are subject to change.

ICounei! Travel

CIEE: Council on International
Educational Exchange

320 Elm Street I

Get 50 % off with your valid college ID
when you ski and ride Stratton, Monday
through Friday. Plus, get$ 5 off weekends and
holidays.* For more special college discounts,
visit our website.

www.stratton.com
www.ridestratton.com
1-800-STRATTON

Smart move # 2
Show up at Stratton for National Collegiate
Snowboard Week, Jan. 3-7, and Stratton
College Week, Jan. 10-14,1999. Lifts &Lodging
Packages are just $ 49-99,** with a Welcome
Bash, snowboarding clinics, halfpipe competition,
parties, Boardercross and more.

ST R A T T 6 N
Vermont's Mountain Resort
'Offers not valid with an/ other discoinfs or promotions.
"Per person, per day. Lowest rate based upon double occupancy in a hotel room,
highest rate based u p double occupancy in a 1-bedroom condominium, first night of
lodging precedes first day of sing or riding. Tax and service charge not included; All
rates and dates subject to change. Two-night minimum stay required. 2- to5nigWday packages available Sun,-Thurs. Some additional charges may apply.
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LECTURES

Around PERPDRMAN'

Brown Bag Lunch
Reggie Montgomery Directs

Rumpshakers Grace Snowball

/Uncertainly got a good kick out
of the drunken seniors willing to
hook up at the drop of a hat. But
this is not a tale of yet another
Party Barn hook-up or senior spillage. Senior Snowball packed a
little bit more punch than the usual
funfare. In fact, it unpacked a
whole lotta bare bottoms on stage,
grinding away with the music.
Two seniors dropped trau not once,
but over and over again, in case anyone didn't get the full monte the
first time.
Boys 'n The Hood
For those Bants who weren't of
age to go to the ball, the second
floor of Stowe seemed to be the
place to be. The party, which featured a barrel full of grain alcohol
punch, was in full effect until Campus Safety played the role of partypooper. In response, several
miscreants took their frustration
out on the officer's car — jumping
on the hood and trying to pull of
the license plate. However, they
were unsuccessful, so don't be surprised if you see a campus car with
an officer who is also bent a little
bit out of shape.
I Get By With A Little Help From
My Friends
After the breakup of above
party, several members of the
group headed down to the Tap to
continue their night. One sophomore, who imbibed too much
fruity beverage was under the table
— literally. Two of his comrades
had to pull him off the floor underneath the back corner table and
carry him back home. Later in the
night, others saw his condition and
decided to scribe unseemingly
words on his face with a permanent marker.
Zestfully Clean
AT was busy studying last
Wednesday night, but apparently
we were alone. However, we did enjoy the sound effects and deep conversation coming from the Jackson
men's bathroom shower. Here's a
hint: don't hook up when you have
a paper due the next day.
Policy Party, Friday 8 p.m. Alt
Bev. IDReq.
Those who are concerned with
policy changes do indeed have a
time to voice their opinions. The
administration, seeking to maximize student attendance, scheduled a meeting on Friday night to
discuss recent decisions. To no
one's surprise, no one showed up.
Thus, a follow-up meeting has been
planned for Sunday at 7 a.m.

The Department of Theater and Dance presents The
Suburban Violence Project.
The production is an original work of theater staged
by veteran Hartford Stage director and Visiting Associate Professor of Theater and Dance Reggie Montgomery.
This work looks at violence in the suburbs perpetrated by young people, and asks the questions "Who is
responsible?" "Why do these crimes occur?" and "How
different are these from crimes in the city?"
This production takes on the task of exposing and
acknowledging, but not solving, the issues.
The performances will take place at 8:00pm in
Garmany Hall, Austin Arts Center.
Tuesday, December 8th is an open dress rehearsal no ticket required. The performances will run from
Wednesday to Saturday.
Box office hours are Sunday - Thursday 1-9 pm, and
Friday and Saturday 1-6 pm.

Miracle Orchestra
On Friday, December 11th at 8:00 pm, the University
of Hartford and MEISA will present the Miracle Orchestra.
The performance will take place at the University of
Hartford's Konover Campus Center,
The Miracle Orchestra has previously played at the
Lemonwheel and the House of Blues. Hammy C and
the Feelin will also be appearing.
The cover charge for the evening is $3.00.
For more information call (617) 734-BOSS or go to
http://users.aol.com/miracleorc on the web.

As you plan your exam week schedule don't pass up
this opportunity to take a break before the end of the
semester.
The next Trinity Center for Collaborative Teaching
and Research Newer Faculty Brown Bag Lunch/Discussion will be on December 16th at Noon in the
McCook Library (201).
Hank Lewis of the English Department will speak
on "The Writing Life as Mission, Therapy and
Eldering."
TCCTR's New Faculty Brown Bag Lunch presentations are usually held on the third Wednesday of each
month. We encourage other newer faculty who would
like to present their researchin this informal meeting
to an interdisciplinary group of faculty colleagues to
contact Janet Bauer. Everyone is invited to join in the
discussion. Light refreshments are provided.

See You Tomorrow, Mario
On Wednesday December 9, at 7:30 pm in
Cinestudio, the Latin American and Spanish Film Series will conclude with See you Tomorrow, Mario, an
important filmrevelaing the dark side of life on the island of Madeira. The island is a popular destination
for well-to-do Europeans.
Director Solveig Nordlund places her camera among
the large population of Portugese street children who
hustle tourists to support their families.
A fresh new voice in filmaking, Nordlund's documentary makes it vitually impossible to ignore tne realities of life for the many children in Europe still living
on the edge.
Speaker Terza Neves, professor of Spanish and
Portugese at UConn will precede the 76 minute film.

Chapel Happenings

Free Skating
We are happy to announce that there is FREE
skating (for the Trinity community) at the Kingswood
Oxford School rink in West Hartford.

Tuesday, Dec. 8
•j/.

5:00 pm'
• • -.

Immaculate Conception ,
-, friendship, Chappy, \.

• , ,

Wednesday, Dec. 9
12:00 pm

Crypt Chapel

Sunday, Dec. 13
5:00 pm.

Main Chapel

Your Friends and Neighbours (R)

:
$ '

$elpw are the. Sundays available for skating:
"' ""'Dates: December6,13,20,27
January 3,17,31 & February 14
Times: 12:45-2:30pm

Your family members are also welcome.
RESTRICTIONS:
You MUST bring your Trinity ID, and your own ice
skates. •"
NO skates will be provided.

Thu., Dec. 10
Fri., Dec. 11
Sat., Dec. 12

7:30 pm
7:00 pm
2:30 pm, 7:00 pm

(1998) Written & directed by Neil LaBute. Songs by Metallica, performed by Apolyptica. Cast: Amy Brenneman,
Aaron Eckhart, Catherine Keener, Nastassja Kinski, Jason Patric, Ben Stiller. Women get their chance to be just as
sexually deceitful as their men, in the provocative follow-up film to Neil LaBute's surprise hit, In the Company of
Men. Indie icon Catherine Keenerand the coolly alluring Nastassja Kinski take revenge on three guys (Aaron Eckhart,
Ben Stiller and Jason Patric) who are totally consumed with topping each other's sexual escapades. Writer/director
LaBute deepens his unique insight into his characters' self-deceptions, in a funny and vicious visit to the war between men, women and the truth, "...sets a high standard for revealing nastiness" Janet Maslin, New York Times. 100

Pi(R)

Fri. & Sat., Dec. 11 & 12

9:10 pm

(1998) Written and directed by Darren Aronof sky. Cast Sean Gullette, Mark Margolis, Ben Shenkman. A new favorite of Late Show audiences (you guys are sick!), Pi is a no-budget, experimental movie whose hero is Maximillian
Cohen, a pill-popping computer guy in NYCs Chinatown. His quest to find a cosmic pa ttern in the fluctuations of the
stock market is interrupted by two very different men: a greedy Wall Street broker and a Hasidic rabbi, who believes
that Cohen may have unlocked the secrets of the universe. Music by Clint Mansell, formerly of Pop Will Eat Itself.
Winner, Best Director, Sundance Film Festival. 85 rain.

The Eel

Sun., Dec. 13
2:30 pm, 7:30 pm
Mon. & Sun., Dec. 14 & 15 7:30 pm

(Japan, 1998) Directed by Shohei Imamura. Screenplay by Motofumi Tomikawa and Imamura, based on the novel
by Akira Yoshimura. Cast; Koji Yakusho, Misa Shimuzu, Ken Kobayashi. The international film community is finally
recognizing the of ten-controversial work of Shohei Imamura, awarding him the top prize of Palme d'Or at Cannes for
both The Battle of Narayama and his newest film, The Eel. Before the opening credits, Imamura shows us a Tokyo
businessman (played by Koji Yakusho of Shall We Dance?), who impulsively kills his wife in a murderous rage. After
doing his time, he is released (along with his pet eel) into the custody of a Buddhist priest living in aremote fishing
village. Attempting to overcome the nightmares of his past, Yakusho's character cautiously reaches out to a new
woman, who is plagued by demons of her own. 117 min.
Compiled by Christine McCarthy McMorris

\
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The Trinity
Tripod
Abstract Expression
Running now through December 13th at the Long
Wharf Theatre, is Abstract Expression, a play by
Theresa Rebeck, author of Spike Heels and writer for
NYPDBlue.
This production, which has been hailed as a nittygritty New York kind of comedy, is being directed by
Greg Learning.
Tickets are on sale nightly at the Long Wharf Theatre in New Haven.
Call (203) 787-4282 or (800) 782-8497 for more information.

Landscape Suite
Landscape Suite, (in three parts), featuring the work
of Catherine Doocy, Barbara Dunn and Muriel Miller,
three very diverse and powerful landscape artists, opens
at the Pump House Gallery on Thursday, December 10
with a free public reception from 5:00 to 7:00 pm.
Catherine Doocy's paintings create a powerful mood;
her landscapes are spontaneous and immediate. Dunn's
interest lies in drawing trees because of their striking
similarities to people. Miller concentrates on painting
the changes in landscape.
The Pump House Gallery is located in the Southeast
Corner of Bushnell Park, off Pulaski Circle at 60 Elm
Street, Hartford.
The Gallery is open Tuesday through Friday, ll am 2 pm or by appointment. For more information, contact the gallery at 860-722-6536 or 860-543-8874.

Artists Wanted
The City of Hartford's Department of Human Services, Cultural Affairs Division is seeking Hartford area
artists who would be interested in showcasing their
artwork in The Director's Gallery.
The gallery is located in their administrative offices
on 2 Holcomb Street.
Artwork must be ready for hanging and will be exhibited for two to three months.
The purpose of this gallery is to give exposure to area
artists and to provide a cross section of art from various cultures within the Hartford Community.
If you are interested in having works displayed in the
.gallery, contact Yvonne Harris, 543-8874 for more information.

Goldwater Scholarship
All Trinity College students interested in a career in
mathematics, the natural sciences, or engineering are
invited to apply for the Barry M. Goldwater Scholarship
and Excellence in Education Program.
In April 1999, the Foundation will award scholarships to students who will be college juniors or seniors
during the 1999-2000 academic year.
The award covers eligible expenses up to a maximum of $7500 per year.
In order to be considered for an award, students must
be nominated by their institution.
The deadline for receipt of nominations is January
15.
Interested sophomores or juniors should contact
David Howery at x5189 by December 1.

Sections
Tuesday, December 8

at 9:30 PM
In the Tripod Office
(Jackson Basement)

All Positions Are
Available

Retirement Party
Ms. Astrid Shorey, Administrative Assistant for Modern Languages and Li terature, and for Classics, is retiring after almost two decades of service.
Come join us at a party to wish her well on Tuesday,
December 15 at the Reese Room of the Smith House,
4:00-6:00 p.m.
If you wish to contribute to a gift for her, please contact Professor Sonia Lee, Ext. 2172.

For more information,
Call us at x2583.

International Human Rights Day
This Thursday, December 10th, Trinity College will
celebrate International Human Rights Day.
The following events are sponsored by the Office of
International Programs, The Human Rights Program
and the campus chapter of Amnesty International.
At 4:00 pm there will be a Bilingual Poetry Reading
by Professor Marjorie Agosin (Chilean Poet & Human
Rights Activist) Terrace Room B.
At 5:45pm Students will congregate in the Cave patio for a candle-light vigil.
At 6:30 pm Seabury Hall, Studio 47. "Leavings: Stories of Migrations" (performed by first-year students
under the direction of Judy Dworin).

Jobs Available
The Registrar's Office is seeking accurate,
reliable and efficient student workers to work in
our office starting in the Spring semester.
The position entails basic clerical duties,
preparing mailings, copying, filing, and other
assigned tasks. Salary may be dependent on
skill, and training relative to certain tasks.
To complete an application, please stop by the
Registrar's Office between 10-3 daily. ,For more
information about the position,.either reply to
this e-mail or call Jon at ext. 2116.

Classifieds

Now- PLAYING

Spring Break
Cancun, Florida, etc.
Best Hotels, Parties, Prices. Book Early and Save!!!!
Earn Money and Free Trips!!!!
Campus Reps/Organizations Wanted

Showcase Cinemas - 936 Silver Lane
Times are valid through Thursday, December 10
Prices $7.25 regular admission, $4.50 matinees before 6:00 pm
For scheduling information call (860) 568-8810
Babe2(G)
Belly (R)
A Bugs Life (G)

2 screens

Enemy of the State (R)

2 screens

Home Fries (PG-13)
I Still Know (R)
Meet Joe Black (PG13)
Psycho (R)
The Rugrats Movie (G)
Very Bad Things (R)
Water Boy (PG13)

2 screens
: •'

10:50 am, 1:00 pm, 3:10 pm, 5:20 pm, 7:25 pm 9:40 prn
9:45 pm
11:30 am, 1:40 pm, 4:00 pm
10:40 am, 12:50 pm, 3:00 pm, 5:10 pm, 7:20 pm, 9:30 pm
11:00 am, 1:50,pm, 435 pm, 7:00 pm, 9:50 pm, 12:30 am
7:30 pm, 10:20 pm
ll;00 am, 1:05 pm, 3:20 pm, 5:25 pm, 7:40 pm, 10:05 pm, 12:05 am
1:00 pm, 4:00 pm, 7:15 pm, 9:45 pm, 12:00 am
12:00 pm, 3:30 pm, 7:30 pm
11:00 am, 1:30 pm, 4:00 pm, 7:30 pm, 10:00 pm, 12:15 am
10:30 am, 12:40 pm, 2:50 pm, 5:00 pm, 7:10 pm, 9:20 pm, 11:15 pm
11:00 am, 1:10 pm, 3:20 pm, 5:30 pm, 7:40 pm,
12:10 pm, 2:50 pm, 5:15 pm, 7:50 pm, 10:20 pm, 12:30 am
12:20 pm, 2:40 pm, 4:55 pm, 7:10 pm, 9:30 pm, 10:10 pm, 11:30 pm,
12:10am
j

Inter-Campus Programs 1-800-327-6013
1
www.icpt.com
HOW DOES $800/WEEK INCOME SOUND TO YOU???
Amazingly profitable opportunity.
Send self-addressed stamped envelope to:
International
1375 Coney Island
Brooklyn NY 11230
Part Time
Lifeguards/Swim Instructors
Great pay, flexible hours, free membership to state of the
•

Newington Theater - 40 Cedar Street in Newington
• • ,'

Times are valid through Thursday, December 10
Prices $3.50 regular admission
For scheduling information call (860) 666-8489

TheSiege (R)
There's Something About Mary (R)

7:00 pm
7:00 pm

art facility.''

•

Students Welcome..
Current Certs needed
522-4183x349
YMCAEOE . ,

'

".": '
WANTED
MERCHANDISER: A local-beverage distributor is
looking for a person 20 hours a week to do pack outs of
our products in major chain stores. Must have own
transportation. Please contact Rogo Distributors 145
Commerce Way, South Windsor CT 860-528-9381 ask
for Kevin Byrnes or Bob Aronne.

Real Art Ways Theater - 56 Arbor Street in Hartford
Times are valid through Thursday, November 19
For scheduling information & prices call (860) 232-1006
Unmade Beds (not rated)

530 pm, 7:20 pm

ACT NOW!
Call for best Spring Break prices to South Padre (Free
meals), Key west, Cancun, Jamaica, Bahamas, Panama
City. Reps Needed. Travel Free, Earn Cash. Group
Discounts for 6+. www.leisuretours.com /800-8388203

Lena's First €P Last Pizzaria
2053 Park Street
Hartford
232-4481

Best Of Hartford

-Hartford Advocate
Voted #1 Pizza

Hours: 11-10 M-Th, Sat.
11-11 Friday 12-9 Sunday

Pizza

Gourmet Pizza

Create Your Own!!!
Small
7.25
7.50
1.00

Mozzarella
Bianco
ITEMS #1

Medium
9.00
9.50
1.25

Large
10.00
10.50

1.50

• Pepperoni • Sausage • Hamburg • Meatball
• Hot Peppers • Roasted Peppers • Mushroom
• Onion • Broccoli • Spinach • Garlic
• Black Olive • Ham • Anchovie
• Plum Tomato • Extra Cheese
ITEMS #2

1.75

2.25

Best Pizza in Hartford
-Connecticut Magazine

Small
Medium
Large
White Clam
10.75
12.50
13.50
Clams, garlic, olive oil, fresh parsley and your choice of
parmesian or mozzarella, or both.

Spinach &
Sausage

10.75

12.50

13.50

Mild Italian sausage, chopped spinach, olive oil, garlic,
parmesian and a sprinkle of mozzerella cheese.

Seafood Pizza

14.00

17.00

18.50

A delicious blend of clams, scallops, and crabmeat seasoned
with olive oil, garlic, white wine and butter sauce.

2.50

9

Sun Dried Tomato •Artichoke Hearts
• Egg Plant • Chicken • Ricotta * Bacon
• Scallops • Crabmeat
(Sicilian Style, Add $2.00)

Party Pizzas

Ciappino

10.00

12.00

14.00

Fresh plum tomato, olive oil, garlic, grana parmesian,
mozzerella cheese, and topped with fresh basil.

Margherita

12.25

14.50

15.50

Lena's style version of the old classic fresh plum tomato,
fontinella cheese, olive oil, garlip topped with fresh basil.

Vegetable

Sheet Pan 17" x 26"
Bianco
14.00
17.00
18.00
Our delicious old world Sicilian style pizza easily feeds 8A vegetarian delight! Broccoli, plum tomato, riccotta, egg
10 people. Great for the informal get together.
plant, garlic, olive oil, mozzerella.
Mozzarella—15.00
#1 Items — 3.00 per topping
#2 Items — 4.50 per topping
** One pan free with an order of 10 pan pizzas
Stuffed Meat — 25.00
Serves eight — Two layers of sausage, meatball and
pepperoni with plenty of mozzarella. The pizza is for the
very serious pizza lover and also one of our house
specialties!!
Stuffed Vegetable — 25.00
Serves eight — Two layers of broccoli, spinach and
mozzarelia chesse, baked to perfection. This pizza is not
only nutritious, but does wonders for your palate.
Stuffed Combo - 25.00
Serves eight - This pizza is a combination of sausage,
meatball, pepperoni, broccoli, spinach and mozzarella to
satisfy both food groups.

Dinners
Spaghetti, Ziti, Shells
Plain Sauce
Meatball
Sausage..
Mushroom
Peppers
Ravoli (chesse)

5.95
6.95
7.25
6.95
...6.95
6.25

Chicken Parmesian
7.25
Eggplant
6.95
Baked Ziti
6.95
Child's Portion Pasta...4.50
w/Meatball
..5.50
w/Sausage
5.75

Calzones
All with fresh Riccotta and Mozzarella
Cheese.....
Broccoli
Spinach.....
Mushroom
Ham.

Empanada - 25.00
Serves eight - also known as old world spinach pie.
Spinach, sausage, potato, mozzarella, olive oil, garlic and
seasonings, baked to perfection. These are two ways to Genoa Salami
make this pie either in the way of a pizza or a long bread. Cooked Salami
Cappicola...
Stromboli - 24.00
Ham
Serves six - As a meal or many in hors d'oerve
Pepperoni
slices. This consists of ham, genoa,-pepperoni, cooked
Eggplant
salami, fresh roasted peppers, provolone and mozzerella Italian Combo
cheese wrapped and baked in a bread form.

5.00
6.00
6.00
6.00
.6.00

Meatball
Eggplant.......
Sausage
Chicken

.6.00
........6.25
.....6.25
6.75

Grinders — 8 "
4.00
Roast Beef
4.00
Turkey.
4.25
Tuna..
4.25
Sausage...
4.25
Meatball..
....4.50
Chicken Cutlet
4.75
Meatless
Extra Cheese......
.50

..4.50
4.50
4.00
4.50
4.00
..4.75
....4.00
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Running Roosters Rip Red Bird Relays
Indoor Track Kicks Off Season Successfully at Cardinal Relays
BY YOLANDA
FLAMINO

Sports Writer

Saturday, the Men's and
Women's Indoor Track teams
began their season at the Cardinal Relays, held at Wesleyan
University. The relay, which
hosted Tufts, Lincoln University, and Wellesley, along with
a number of other teams, provided the Bantams with a
chance to see where they stood
early in the season. The event
also provided an opportunity
for the new members of the
team to experience their first
collegiate track meet. There
were only a few individual
events in the program, as the
meet consisted mostly of relays.
The field events were maintained as individual events and

provided a forum for many
members of the team to shine.
Leading the way was Tri-captain Beth Doran '99 in the
weight throw. Doran captured
first place, although she was
not overly excited about her
throw. She commented, "I'm
pleased with my place, but this
early in the season it is difficult
to have a great throw, in terms
of distance. With time, the distances should increase, that is
what I'm really looking forward to."
Amanda Rival '01 literally
jumped right into the swing of
things, as she won the long
jump, 16' 1.5", and placed second in the high jump. Rival,
too, had similar feelings as
Doran, saying, "This meet gave
us a chance to see where we
stand and what we need to
work on." Beth Landry '02 took

third in the long jump behind
Rival.
Another jumper, Jennifer Villa
'02, also claimed a win. She
placed first in the triple jump
with leap of 34'4.5". Villa should
add depth to the team over the
course of the season.
Beginning the day on the track
in the 55 meter hurdle event were
Sam Sonn '02 and Sarah
Farnham'02. Farnham.theNew
Hampshire 100 meter high
school hurdle champion, earned
a fourth place finish and contributed to the third place finish of
the 4 x 200 team. The team consisted of Rival, Villa, Farnham,
and Landry. The platoon crossed
the line in 1:56. Sonn ran the
hurdles in 10.0 and, like
Farnham, competed in the 4 x
200. This relay, consisting of
Steve Greene '02, Sonn, Tyler
O'Brien '01, and Luke Klein-

Berndt '01, ran a quality race
and finished in 6th place.
The women's mid-distance
relays were successful as well,
as they won the 4 x 1500, distance medley relay (DMR), and
4 x 800. Senior captains
Yolanda Flamino (1200) and
Nicole Hanley (800) ran on the
DMR, along with Kara
Barbalunga '00 (1600), and
Marisa Eddy '01 (400). The
team finished in 12:56.
The 4 x 1500 won by over 2.5
minutes. This relay of Flamino,
Hanley, Eddy, and Thania
Benois '99 crossed the line in
20:10, improving the meet
record (which Trinity held) for
this event by about 30 seconds.
The 4 x 800 was comprised
of the same people in the DMR.
The team finished with a time
of 10:02. Although this was
considerably off their best time,

the team felt that it was a fine
performance. Eddy commented, "This was a good race.
It wasn't a great time, but it got
us back into it. Plus, we had all
run previous races, so our times
weren't too bad considering
that it is the beginning of the
season."
The men's 4 x 1500 also performed well, as they took third
place. On the team were Matthew Wong '00, Andrew Malick
'00, Adam Forkner '00, and
Adam Strogoff '01, in his first
track meet. They crossed the
line in 18:30. The men's DMR,
sprint medley relay, and 4 x 800
also ran very well.
Overall, the Bantams opened
their season on a positive note.
A number of fine performances
were given at the meet, and they
now have a basis upon which to
build and focus their training.

For Crying Out Loud, Get Over Yourselves!
The NBA Lockout Continues To Anger Fans
seems to get more complex and
disgusting as the days go on.
f t Copy Editor
This NBA Soap Opera first
aired this summer, when the
For you sports fans out there Player's Association, representwho are closet soap-opera fans; ing the players union of the
you're all just loving this NBA NBA, filed a complaint of unLockout thing aren't you? Ad- fair labor treatment against the
mit it. You never thought the NBA. They did so in retaliation
day would come where you for a move made earlier by the
could openly follow a Young NBA's Board of Governors to
and the Restless-esque drama, decide to decrease the percentfull of greed, money and good age of money players receive
old fashioned fighting, without from any Basketball Related
worrying,about your roommate Income (BRI) that the NBA rewalking in on you. Thanks to ceives within a year, The BRI
the recent scuffle that has includes revenues stretching
arisen between NBA Vl.P'ssuch from ticket sales to the sale of
as Commissioner David Stern NBA licensed materials such as
and Deputy Commissioner clothing. Why did the NBA
Russ Granik, and the NBA suddenly decide to make this
Player's Association, you can decision and cut the players'
enjoy all the heated drama of portion of the BRI, and thereyour favorite soap on ESPN. fore slightly cut their personal
And this time, you don't have to annual incomes? Deputy Comworry about your friends mak- missioner Russ Granik stated,
ing fun of you, because it's "Although the league's revenue
growth has been strong, player
sports related.
Of course, no one could re- salaries are climbing much
place the Young and the Rest-, faster than revenues. As a reless characters with their good sult, the league is becoming
looks and hot love scenes, but as unprofitable".
of now, Stern, Patrick Ewing',
The NBA's objective was not
and Alonzo Mourning are:put- necessarily to cut player's salating on a pretty good show that ries, but to slow down the rapid
& BY COLIN RUANE

LONDON, ENGLAND

LONDON. ENGLAND

LONDON, ENGLAND (ft-

iolitical Communication
in the UK. and U.S.
Plant yourself somewhere new this summer!

Summer Study in London, England
This six-week program explores the merging worlds of consumer,
political, and election campaign communications within the
socio-political environment of the United Kingdom and the
United States and will study the strategies and communication
techniques essential for selling products and influencing public
opinion.

BOSTON
UNIVERSITY
INTERNATIONAL PROGRAMS
232 Bay State Rd., 5th Floor
Boston, MA, 02215
617/3S3-9888
abroad@bu.edu
WTVAV.bu.edu/ubroad
An equal opportunity, qffirtnative action institution.

_L

rate at which salaries are increasing, to make sure that the league
doesn't have to pay players to the
point where the NBA would
make zero profits from ticket
sales and promotions. It makes
complete economic sense. The
NBA is a business, Stern is it's
CEO of sorts, and they are making sure that they don't get stuck
paying their employees so much
that they don't end up making as
much money.
So why did the Player's Association file an unfair labor treatment suit against the NBA? Led
by Ewing and Mourning and
their entourage of union lawyers,
the players have met with, the
NBA in multiple meetings, refusing to play, until their percentage
of the BRI is reinstated to it's
original number. The NBA is
proposing that the players receive roughly 48% of the annual
BRI which translates into a cool,
$835 million, and the players are
refusing their offer, looking to receive 57%, or an even cooler $995
million, which is what the players received for the 1997-1998
season.

:

, •;:

• .

;

,

So far, there have been multiple,
meetings between the players
and NBA to reach a collective
bargaining agreement. But even
with the average meeting lasting
about 10 and a half hours, no solution has been reached. Both"
sides are tightly holding onto
their opportunity to either make
more money or to keep making
a lot of money. Either way you
look at this war, it's "All about the
Benjamins baby!"
To give you an understanding
of just how much cash the NBA
and it's players are dealing with,
you might like to know that the
average player salary is $2.6 million, and the average owner has
a franchise that's worth up to
$150 million. And under the
NBA's most recent proposal,
player compensation guarantees
a rise of atleast 20°/6, thereby increasing the average player salary to $3.1 million by the 2001-02
season. This is a battle between
. millionaires, scrapping to make
more money, or in this case to
make the same amount of
money. After talks between the
two sides began long ago, David
Stern and the NBA has had no

Michael Jordan has yet to
soar this season.

other alternative than to cancel
pre-season games,, any team
meetings, arid has had to close
all team gym facilities, bringing
the NBA to a grinding halt Recently, the NBA canceled the,,
first two months of regular season games, and with no hope of
salvaging the remaining games
of the 1998-99season. With the
annual All-Star game which
usually takes place mid season
in January, there's even less
hope of any NBA season as the
days pass.
So what do the fans,
the real victims of this money
war think about the unstable
situation of the NBA? They
don't care. A poll was taken after recent meetings between the
two sides, and fans were asked,
"After Thursday's talks, do you
think there will be a 1998-99
NBA season?" 4.3% said yes.
24%saidno. And71.5%said,at
this point, they don't mind either way.
They simply don't.
care. That makes me wonder. Is
the average sports fan smarter.
than people think, they are?
Could basketball fans be sending the message "all you money-

WWW.GEOatlES.COM

obsessed idiots are disgusting"
to the NBA and it's players? I
doubt it.' But if the fans were
actually taking a stance, it's a
very valid and strong one. The
NBA Lockout isn'tjustabout the
absence of pro-basketball from
our televisions and our lives for
a few months out of the year
Heck, there's always college basketball, which has always been
more fun to watch than the
NBA anyway. Rather, the Lockout has a greater significance.
This struggle between the NBA.
and it's players has held a mirror up to society in a way, showing us how out of whack we
really are as civilized humans.
Why? Because it's beyond me
how basketball players, and pro
athletes in general, can be paid
millions of dollars per year to
play a game while there are
people on the streets with nothing, dying of starvation. It's stupid. And it's inhumane/ This
NBA Lockout is a display of
how disgusting and greedy we
can .be, and more sports fans
should learn from this experience just how wrong and inhumane the NBA and this society
really is.
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Wrestling Grapples With First Loss Of The Season
)>. B Y JASON GABRIELE
y Sports Editor

On Saturday afternoon, the
Bantam wrestling squad went
head-to-head with Western
New England College and
Wagner University in their first
home match of the '98-'99 season. Despite a poor showing
against WNEC, Trinity was able
to regain its composure and tie
the Division I Hawks from
Staten Island. The loss to
WNEC ended a 16 match winning streak for the Bantams.
The tie with Wagner, however,
is a good chance to start fresh.
According to the new NCAA
rules, all wrestlers are required
to weigh-in one hour prior to
the start of the match. Also, at
the time of the weigh-ins, the
weight class that will begin the
match is to be drawn at random
from a hat. The 197 pound
weight class was the lucky pick
of the day for Saturday. Steve
Mulvihill '01, the Bantam representative at 197, would attempt
to set the pace for the seemingly
sluggish Trinity grapplers.
In the first match of the day,
Mulvihill humiliated his opponent by pinning him in under
40 seconds. The pin would put
the Bantams on the board first
at 6-0.
Following Mulvihill's impressive victory, Peter Marino
•'00 won by decision over his
heavyweight opponent. Marino
looked tired but he was able to
capitalize on his tremendousspeed which allowed him. to
bring "his man to the mat in the

final seconds of the match.
Marino's win would put the
Bantams ahead 9-0 until the
forfeit at 125. (With Dan
Hughes '00 away for the semester, the Bantams will have to
give away 6 points for lack of

the third period. WNEC then
proceeded to win 5 of the next
6 matches holding the lead with
a firm grasp. Ted Govola '01 was
the only Bantam in the middle
weights who would score for the
team, as he major decisioned his

Mike Marcuccio '01 punishes Wagner University.
another 125 pounder.)
WNEC was able to tie the
match at 9 when Mike
Marcuccio '01 fell to Mike
Kariavich in trie last seconds of1

single close match. We lost every match that could have gone
either way. Those are the one's
that will determine this year's
success. It'll be a long season if
we can't win the close ones."
Coach Amato wrestled for

ANDYSHEPARD

opponent 12-4. At the end of WNEC and has yet to beat them
the match WNEC stood in his 13 year stint as head
coach. He honestly believed
proudly on top 31-13.
Head coach Sebastian Amato that this year's group of talented
commented "We didn't win a • Bantams had the right stuff.

Needless to say, he was very disappointed with Saturday's performance against his alma
mater.
After the WNEC match the
Bantams were able to sit and regain their composure as they
watched Wagner University
trounce WNEC. Coach Amato
and the Trinity team were able
to see their opponents from
Wagner in action and get a feel
for their style of wrestling. The
break proved to be productive
for the Bantams, as they rallied
to tie the Division I Hawks and
surprise the skeptics in the
crowd.
Trinity won the first two
matches led by Devon Roller
'02, who decisioned his opponent in the final seconds of his
match. Roller's win would put
the Bantams on top 3-0 until
Marino pinned his opponent in
the first period giving the Bantams a 9-0 lead. The forfeit at
125, however, would end up
costing the win for the Bantams.
Despite the fact that the team
essentially had to give away 6
points, the Bantams wrestled
with such intensity and enthusiasm that the loss to WNEC
would seem almost as if it were
a fluke.
The most intense match of
the day came from Jeff Iudice
'00. In his first collegiate match,
Iudice experienced the bittersweet dedication of the sport.
With the team losing by 3,
Iudice would have to win to
keep the Bantams from increassee WRESTLING on page
nineteen

Come Run With The
Hartford Wolf Pack
Trinity Students Save With The Wolf Pack
$10.00 Second Tier Tickets Available With Trinity ID*

December 8 vs.
Fredrickton Canadians

December 18 vs.
St. John's Maple Leafs

All Games Played At The Hartford Civic Center
Group Rates Available By Calling 246-PUCK
*Student Discount Available Starting 2 Hours Prior To GameTime
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Women's Hoops Gels Early
BY KATE LEONARD
Sports Writer

KATIE BRYANT

Gretchen MacColl '00 has been a key
factor in Trinity's success this semester.

Trinity Women's Basketball has gotten
off to a fast start this year. Led by a strong
core of veteran leadership and young
enthusiasm, the squad has gelled extremely well together, and has jumped
out to a 4-0 start to the season. The Lady
Bantams have shown great signs of unity,
and if they continue to play at their current accellerated level, there is no telling
how far they can go.
Leading Trinity in the first four games
have been Julian Liese '02 (14.7 ppg), a
freshman standout, and Gretchen
Maccoll '00 (15.3 ppg), last season's MVR
MacColl, shooting 67% from the floor, is
also one of the NESCAC leaders in scoring and rebounding.
In pre-Thanksgiving action, the Lady
Bantams emerged with two convincing
wins over Babson College (60-54) and
Albertus Magnus (69-40).
On Wednesday, Liese (17 points) and
MacColl (10 rebounds) took charge of the
Bantams offensive attack against Coast
Guard. The Bantams got off to a slow
start and ran into foul trouble early, but
their tenacious defensive play allowed
them to assume a comfortable lead
throughout the half.

Despite continued foul trouble, and a
late run by Coast Guard, Trinity continued to play aggressive defense and
• emerged victorious with a 60-44 win.
This past Saturday, Simmons College
challenged Trinity with a zone defense.
The Bantams struggled with their shooting (making only 39% from the floor)
and their defense, until Alison Hadden
'02 and Caitlin Luz '00 checked in and
gave them a much needed spark.
Hadden dropped three three-pointers
for nine of her fourteen points, while Luz
(8 points) grabbed three steals and eight
rebounds to revive the Trinity defense
and give the team a 40-22 half time lead.
Trinity played a more conistant second
half, thanks to the steady play of Liese
(19 points), a tremendous contribution
from Angela Iandoli '02 (7 points, 4 rebounds) and great shooting and rebounding by Laurel Earls '99 (14 points,
10 rebounds).
Trinity has two remaining games before Christmas break. They face Smith
College and St. Joseph's this week. Although they have lost three talented
newcomers, Bridget Dullea, Kristin Heil,
and Kate Toman, to injuries, the Bantams
hope to leave for break with an undefeated record.'The next home game will
be against St.Joseph's College on December 12.

Women's Ice Hockey Struggles Wrestling
BY HEIDI NOTMAN
Sports Writer

This weekend the Women's Ice
Hockey team went on its,first road trip
of the season. The Lady Bantams travelled up to Maine to face off against
Bowdoin and Bates. Unfortunately,- the
team was not as successful as it had
hoped to be, and ended up losing to
Bowdoin 9-1, and Bates 2-0.
On Friday night Trinity played at
Bowdoin. This being their first league
game, the Bantams were excited and eager to play. However, they got off to a slow
start in the first period, as Bowdoin
scored three quick goals. Trinity collected themselves between periods, and
went out hard in the second period. They
skated much harder and hustled a lot
more. Trinity took advantage of a power
play situation, and was able to score
when Erin Sousa '00 got the puck in the
low slot and slipped it past the Bowdoin
goalie. However, Bowdoin did not let
down, and continued to outplay Trinity.

The Polar Bears scored 4 goals in the second period, and 2 in the final period.
"We were intimidated at the start, but
raised our level of play in the second and
third periods," commented Co-captain
Heidi Notman '99. "Shanna Henderson,
our goalie, played outstanding," added
coach Joe Snecinski. Henderson '99, the
other Co-captain and th,e only, goalie QJJ
the women's team, Has already shown
how tough she is. In the Bowdoin game
alone she made 76 saves, beating her own
record for the most saves in a game.
On Saturday the team went up to Bates
for an afternoon match-up, Knowing full
well that Bates was a team which they
had a shot at beating, the Lady Bantams
took the ice in hopes of coming out with
a win. However, after a-slow warm up
they had a difficult time executing plays,
and were down 1-0 after the first period.
Bates scored again in the second, and
went up 2-0. Trinity kept fighting, but
was unable to score before the game
ended.
Once again, the team was outshot, this
time 29-16. "I think fatigue really was a

factor in this game," said Notman. "We
are not used to playing 2 games back to
back in one weekend. This shows us how
tough we have to be, and its a good indi• cator of what the competition in the
coming months will be like."
Skating 3 lines of forwards and only 2
lines of defense, the team found themselves short of energy. The defense, skating every otMe'f shift;1 was especially
plagued by exhaustion. "Its really very
hard to get out there every other shift
and go so hard", added defensewoman
Stephanie Horbaczewski '00. "It would
have been better- to have another line of
defense so we could be fresh off the
bench," commented Kim Willis, '02.
' Trinity's season is justgetting underway. This weekend the women again
have back to back games. Friday night
the team will travel down to Wesleyan
for a 7pm face off, and Saturday afternoon up to Holy Cross for a non-league
match. The Bantams hope to lock in a
victory before the winter break, and
thereby secure their place in the league
standings.

contin uedfrom page eigh teen
ing the number in their loss column. If
Iudice were to pin his opponent or ^vin
by a difference of greater than 8, he
would secure the Trinity win. However,
a win by less than 8 points would end
the match in a tie. Either way Iudice had
only one job, win.
With all the pressure and excitement
' of the crowd, Iudice miraculously remained poised. He was obviously tired
when he called a time-out to grab a
breather. Iudice's strategy proved successful as he was able to take his opponent down in the waning seconds of the
third period and secure the tie for the
Team.
"1 was scared when I saw Wagner beat
up WNEC," said coach Amato. "Bui:
when you got 'guts' and when you can
win those close ones like we did in this
match, then we can 'hang' with anyone."
The Bantams will return to campus
January 2, in preparation for the challenging Swar thmore duels onjanuary 7.
The next home match for the Bantams
will be January 23. . ,: • -,

Trinity Sports Schedule
Date

8 Dec.
Tues.
9 Dec.
Wed.
10 Dec.
Thurs.
11 Dec.
Fri.
12 Dec.
Sat.
13 Dec.
Sun.
14 Dec.
Mon

Men's
Basketball

@ Lass ell
7:00
F'jstcm
Na/arene
7 30

Women's
Basketball

@ Smith
7:30

Men's and
Women's
Swimming

Indoor Track

Men's Ice
Hockey

Women's Ice
Hockey

Mr Holvnki
7 00

©Wesleyan
7:00
Notre Dame
(NH)
4:00

St. Joseph's
2-00

- Brandeis
100

Harvard
Invitational
TBA

@ Holy Cross
6:00

Men's Squash

Women's
Squash

©Tufts-MIT
5:00

@ Tufts
5:00
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Men's Hoops Stays Undefeated
the Bears with a huge slam
dunk in the second half, while
senior co-captain Kevin Bednar
fouled out with a little over six
Standing tall at 6-0, Trinity minutes left in the game. TenMen's'Basketball has proven sion was high on the court and
that they have not lost their the heckling was.loud in the
touch. With last year's out- stands, and the Bantams tristanding record (20-4), the Ban- umphed again, winning by
tams had to show their fans and more than twenty points, not
critics that this year could be unlike last season's match in
even better. • So far this season, which Trinity defeated the
the Bantams have had little
Cheap shots and
trouble taking each game from
their opponents. To the casual
constant yelling
observer, it's like taking candy
on all sides of
from a baby.
the court caused
On Tuesday, December 1 Trinity hosted the Coast Guard
the Bantams to
Academy. The first half started
reevaluate
their
off a little slow on the part of the
goals.
Bantams, The offense was not
up to their usual game in the
first ten minutes, but that Bears, 82-61.
would all change. After those
Thursday, December 3 the
ten minutes, the Bantams took squad traveled to Western Contheir first few steps in taking a necticut to face the Colonials.
bigger lead over Coast Guard,
This game was much closer
Co-captain John Mulfinger than any game so far this sea'99 once again demonstrated his son. The Bantams ended up
power on the court, scoring 13 winning, but throughout the
points in the first half. Rory game the teams were neck and
Neal '00 pushed his way into neck. Kevin Bednar '99 helped
the forefront with 6 rebounds. Trinity with the push they
XlnciseconcLilftaU was naerely «in needed t(> comei out on, top-1 ,,I^,.
exhibition o[ the Bantams'
Last Saturday the Bantams
prowess. Freshman phenom were on the road again, this time
Jarrod Greene crashed down on up to New Hampshire to visit
BY JEN GERARD

Sports Writer

Rivier College. With a slow first
half, the Bantams were only up
by ten. However, sophomore
Mike LaBella had a great half
despite the problems faced by
the rest of the team. Rivier was
a dirty, dirty game. Cheap shots
and constant yelling on all sides
of the court caused the Bantams
to reevaluate. More than once
the referee had to stop the game
because of fighting. At this
point, the Bantams huddled up
and decided to give it their all
without stooping to Rivier's
level.
The second half was pretty
balanced among the players,
with a few in the spotlight such
as Jason Levin '99 and Bednar.
Everyone put their best effort
into the second half, which
proved to be the key; Trinity
won, 98-60. For once, the squad
was truly happy with a win.
Surrounded by hostility, the
Bantams proved to be the better team.
This week'the Bantams will
travel to Lasell on Thursday. On
Friday, celebrate the last day of
classes in Oosting with the
squad as they host Eastern
Nazaiene at 7:30. Saturday Deh
b
home for their last game before
the break versus Notre Dame, John Mulfinger slices through
the opposition.
NH.

KATIE BRYANT

Bantams
Drift
Past
UMass/Dartmouth
Men's and Women's Swim Teams Win Handily
BY ALLISON LANZETTA

Sports Writer

The Men's and Women's
Swimming and Diving Team
dominated the weak UMASS/
Dartmouth on Saturday. Hun-

gry for their first victory, the
women's team challenged
UMASS in each event and
swam themselves straight to
victory. Cory Bernard '01
started the meet by overwhelming her opponents in the 1000
yard freestyle and later taking

first place in the 100 yard butterfly. Emily Polito '00, continued her dominance in the 200
yard freestyle, proving that she
will not let anyone beat her to
the wall. Carey Friedman '02
proved to be a fine sprinter in
the 50 yard freestyle; Friedman

touched out her challenger by
five hundredths of a second.
The meet continued to fluctuate back and forth between
the teams, and the outcome of
each race was significant in determining the final score. Katie
Laf leur '02 proved herself to be
a threat in the 100 yard backstroke, as did Becky Porch '99;
the duo took first and second
respectively. Co-captain Katie
Modzelewski ;'99 finished hard
in the 100 yard breaststroke,
taking second, followed by
Jenny Benjamin '01 and Leah

terfly. Freshman phenom
Christian Sterling '02 won the
butterfly event and the 1000
yard freestyle race. Alex
Blanchard '02 grabbed first in
the 200 yard individual medley,
as did teammate Andrew Lovig
'00 in the 500 yard freestyle.
Luca Laino '99 blasted onto
the scene in the 50 yard freestyle
finishing third, while Ryan
Young '01 touched the wall first.
Young also won the competitive
100 yard backstroke with Eric
Biegeleisen '02 finishing a close
second.

Trinity is a young squad, and they will
look to improve as the season goes by

The Bantam swimmers test the waters prior
to their meet.

KATIE BRYANT

Wonski '01.
Brad Albus '01 continued to
The women divers struggled be a threat on the boards. Albus
on the one meter board, but placed first in both the one
gathered themselves and came • meter and three meter diving
back as Katie Bryant '01, Sue events.
Kemalian '99, and Mollie Malick
Both teams continue to im'02 placed first, second, and fifth prove as the season progresses.
respectively in the three meter The women are looking forward
event.
to their first home meet on
The undefeated men's team Thursday against Mount
continued their excellence off Holyoke, and both teams host
the blocks as well as off the Brandeis University on Saturboards. The men annihilated day.
the weaker UMASS opponent
Trinity is a young squad, and
losing in only one event. From they will look to improve as the
the first race of the day it was season goes by. For now, howevident that Trinity was the bet- ever, they are content to keep
ter team. Mike Gorman '00 qui- plugging away at their oppoeted the UMASS crowd with his nents, and all things seem to be
come from behind win in the pointed in the right direction. A
200 yard freestyle. Gorman also little persistance and determitook second.in the 100 yard but- nation will spark the effort.

